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To the 2016 Graduates,
Congratulations on your graduation from Seattle University and welcome to commencement at
KeyArena. We are grateful to be able to hold commencement here because it allows so many of
your family and friends to be together and to celebrate the completion of your degree and your
transition from student to alumni.
I hope that as alumni you will be ambassadors for the university. I am always thrilled to see
alumni who are wearing a Seattle U cap or sweatshirt. I am often amazed at how much people
seem to identify for so much of their lives with the college or university they attended, such
that it becomes a part of their identity.
I believe that far more important than the way in which a person focuses their identity around
their university is the contribution of your families to who you most truly are. So today, as we
celebrate you, and express our gratitude for all you have given to Seattle U over the course of
these past years, we would like to join with you in thanking the families, friends, partners and
children who have made this journey possible and accompanied you along the way. This is just
as important a day for them as it is for you and we wish to dedicate this commencement, in
your name, to them.
I hope that you and those closest to you have a way to celebrate this momentous day in a way
that reflects who you are for one another. f have learned over the years that the ability to say
thank you is a learned ability and grows with time. I'm confident that you all have developed
your capacity to say thank you, so we hope that you will express your gratitude in a full and
joyful way today to those who mean the most to you.
As president f congratulate and thank you. As a Jesuit priest, I bless you and pray for you.
And I hope you will always consider Seattle U home.
Sincerely,
fAA~'f
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.
President
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ABOUT SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Foundedin 1891,SeattleUniversityisaJesuitCatholic institution
that today is the most racially and culturally diverse, the most
genuinely urban, and the largest multidisciplinary independent
universityof the Northwest.
Inspired by the Catholic intellectual tradition and the Jesuit
philosophy of education, Seattle University forms independent
critical thinkers rooted in the humanities and open to finding God
in all things. Respondingto the Jesuit imperative that callsfor "the
serviceof faith and the promotion of justice:' Seattle University
students are challenged to address issues of poverty, injustice,
discrimination, violence and environmental degradation with
competence, compassionand creativity.
At the heart of every undergraduate, graduate and professional
program at Seattle University is an intellectually rigorous
education delivered by excellent faculty whose attentiveness as
teachers is rivaled only by their commitment to generating new
knowledge as scholars. In partnership with their students, Seattle
University's dedicated faculty and their colleagues create a vibrant,
educational experience that comes alive in the classroom, campus
and community, and develops character and leadership.
As SU President Stephen Sundborg, S.J., has often said,
"Only the alumni of Seattle University can tell us whether we
are fulfilling our mission." It is through their actions that our
alumni most clearly attest to the power of an SU education.
Theyare leaders in banking and business, in publishing and politics,
nursing and nonprofits, engineering and education. Today, we
welcome our newest graduates into a special group of women
and men who are excelling in their professions and working to
build a more just and humane world.
entirely ornamental, draped over the shoulders and down the back.
Some say the academic cap is a sign of the freedom of scholarship
which evolved from the cap worn in ancient Rome by freed slaves.
Scholars first wore it as a symbol of the master's degree and it
existed in various forms; stiff, soft, square, and round with a tuft in
the center. Today's tassel is believed to be an elaboration of the tuft.
England's Oxford University originated the mortarboard style cap
worn by our graduates today.
When academic costume came to America in 1754, styles varied
widely as they still do in Europe today. In the late 19th century an
Intercollegiate Commission met at Columbia University and adopted
a code of academic dress which regulates the gowns and prescribed
the colors which represent the different fields of learning.
Today the American Council on Education's, Committee on
Academic Costumes and Ceremonies is charged here in the states
with the standardization of American academic apparel.'
THE HISTORY OF GRADUATION CAP AND GOWN
Theacademicapparel-gown, hood,andcap-donned today by
both faculty and graduatesremindsusthat in this commencement
ceremonywe celebrate our students as accomplished scholars
who now JOin the ranksof their professorsand others who hav
earned their university degrees. Indeed they become part of a
cadrewhose membershipstretchesback to medieval Europe.
The criqins of academicdressdate back to the 12th and 13th
centunes when European universities were first taking form
Theordinary dressof the scholar,whether student or teacher,wa;
the dressof a cleric: With few exceptions, the medieval scholar
had takenorders,madevows, and perhapsbeen tonsured. Gowns
were mandated by reliqious affiliation but were also a necessit
In the unheated Universitybuildings. Hoods at first covered the
tonsured head but eventually a skull cap became the normal
headpieceand the hood evolved into a cape that could be pulled
up dunng unpleasant weather. Eventually the hoods became
-Amerfcan council on Education. 2009

UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY
PROCESSIONAL
Pomp and Circumstance
Edward Elgar
Mosaic Brass Quintet
SPEAKER INTRODUCTION
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.1.
President
Grand Marshal
DavigW. Maasen, PhD
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
Geoffrey Canada
STUDENT SPEAKER
Eric Paul Kennedy
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration.
major in Business Economics
Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science
Cum Laude
CONVOCATION
Robert l.Dullea, PhD
Interim Provost
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen
Outstanding Service Award
Provost's Award
President's Award
Provost's Faculty Awards for Excellence
Faculty Member of the Year
Staff Member of the Year
NATIONAL ANTHEM
Gemma Danielle Balinbin, soprano
Bachelor of Arts, major in
Interdisciplinary Arts
PRESENTATION OF DEGREES
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.l.
President
INVOCATION
BENEDICTION
Ashton Elyse Corson
Bachelor of Arts. major in Women and Gender Studies
with Departmental Honors with additional major
in International Studies
Summo Cum Loude
Vanessa Lam
Bachelor of Arts in Humanities for Teaching
Bachelor of Science. major in Mathematics
Cum Laude RECESSIONAL
Hallelujah. Amen
George Frideric Handel
Mosaic Brass Quintet
WELCOME
Robert J. Dullea, PhD
Interim Provost
REMARKS FROM
THE PRESIDENT
Stephen V. Sundborg, s.r
President
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
UNDERGRADUATE SPEAKER
GEOFFREY CANADA
In his 30 years with the Harlem Children's Zone,
Geoffrey Canada has become nationally recognized
for his pioneering work helping children and families
in Harlem and as a passionate advocate for education
reform. After joining the organization in 1983,Canada
became the President and Chief Executive Officer of
Harlem Children's Zone in 1990. In 1997,the agency
launched the Harlem Children's Zone Project, which
targets a specific geographic area in Central Harlem
with a comprehensive network of education, social-
service and community-building programs. The Zone
Project today covers 100 blocks and is serving more
than 10,000 children from birth through college. The
work of Canada and HCZ has become a national model
and has been the subject of many profiles in the media.
Canada grew up in the South Bronx in a poor,
sometimes violent neighborhood. Despite troubled
surroundings, he was able to succeed academically,
receiving a bachelor's degree from Bowdoin College
and a master's degree in education from the Harvard
Graduate School of Education.
He has received the Heroes of the Year Award from
the Robin Hood Foundation, the Jefferson Award for
Public Service, the Spirit of the City Award from the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine. the Brennan Legacy
Award from New York University, and the Common
Good Award from Bowdoin College.
Canada has received honorary degrees from
Harvard University, Bowdoin College, the University
of Pennsylvania, Williams College, John Jay College
and Bank Street College. In 2006, he was selected by
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg as co-chair
of the Commission on Economic Opportunity, which
was asked to formulate a plan to significantly reduce
poverty. In 2012, Canada was appointed by Governor
Andrew Cuomo to the New York Education Reform
Commission. He continues to serve as President of
the HCZ and Promise Academy Boards.
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD
Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university
community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values
of collaborative leadership in service to others.
Nicholas Akira Chock
Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry
•...._._ _ _ __ -.._-_. __ ._--_ _--_._--_ ..__ ..__ __ _.__ _-_ _ _ _ _ _-_._._ .._ -
PROVOST'S AWARD
Given to the graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a transfer
student from another college or university and has maintained the highest
Seattle University grade point average throughout the undergraduate degree.
Desiree Maria Ender
Bachelor of Arts, major in Criminal Justice
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jaeden Rachelle Siler
Bachelor 01 Criminal Justice
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kabrianna A. Tamura
Bachelor 01 Arts, major in Criminal Justice
with Departmental Honors
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
PRESIDENT'S AWARD
Given to the graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a first-time
freshman and has maintained the highest Seattle University grade point
average throughout the undergraduate degree.
Samantha Paige Garrard
Bachelor 01 Arts, major in Public Affairs
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Cooper Kincaid Hayes
Bachelor 01 Science, major in Cell and Molecular Biology
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
PROVOST'S FACULTY AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING
Dean Spade, JD
Associate Professor
School 01 Law
PROVOST'S FACULTY AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN RESEARCH,
SCHOLARSHIP, AND CREATIVE ENDEAVORS
Bryan Adamson, JD
Associate Professor
School 01 Law
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM
The Seattle University Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year cohort program
takes an historical approach to the humanities and the social sciences as a way of exploring
and critically engaging the depth and breadth of ideas that have shaped human civilization.
The program stresses the integration of knowledge in a vital challenging learning community,
embracing the true spirit of Jesuit education. After completing the University Honors
Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major.
Daniel Aaron Berry
Bachelor of Arts, major in
Interdisciplinary Arts
Cum Laude
Scott Jeffrey Broker
Bachelor of Arts, major in English/
Creative Writing with additional
major in Philosophy
Summa Cum Laude
Rebecca Lynn Clark-Hargreaves
Bachelor of Arts, major in Sociology
with Departmental Honors with
additional major in English
Magna Cum Laude
Calvin Lee Garrett
Bachelor of Arts, major in Sociology
with Departmental Honors with
additional major in Women and
Gender Studies
Summa Cum Laude
Grace Elizabeth Goodwin
Bachelor of Arts, major in English
with Departmental Honors with
additional major in Sociology
Cum Laude
Katherine Marie Gread
Bachelor of Arts in Business
Administration, major in Finance
Magna Cum Laude
August Claire Hastings
Bachelor of Arts, major in History
Magna Cum Laude
Delaney McMillan Piper
Bachelor of Arts, major in
Environmental Studies
Cum Laude
Afton Elizabeth Rodriguez
Bachelor of Arts, major in English
Ashlan Ann Runyan
Bachelor of Arts, major in English/
Creative Writing
Magna Cum Laude
Brigid Kerry Scannell
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy
with Departmental Honors
Cum Laude
Danielle Camille Schmitt
Bachelor of Arts, major in Sociology
Cum Laude
Grace Katherine Taylor
Bachelor of Arts, major in History with
Departmental Honors
Cum Laude
Faye Madeleine Thornburgh
Bachelor of Arts, major in Biology
Magna Cum Laude
Jamie Lynn Wipf
Bachelor of Arts, major in English
with additional major in Theology and
Religious Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Samuel S. Wolff
Bachelor of Arts, major in Political Science
Cum Laude
•CORE HONORS PROGRAM
The Seattle University Care Honors Program was founded in 2004. By bringing highly
motivated students into a cohort group that pursues its Seattle University Core courses
together, the Core Honors program permits more advanced study in these courses than would
otherwise be possible. Inmaintaining this cohort over three years of study, Core Honors
creates a learning community in which each member contributes to the learning experience of
the others. Inpursuing a rich and vital experience of liberal education in the humanities
and social sciences, Core Honors embodies in a special way Seattle University's commitment
to education for values, leadership, and service.
Mallory Barnes-Ohlson
Bachelor 01 Arts. major in Sociology
with Departmental Honors
Magna Cum Laude
Alaina Marie Bever
Bachelor 01Arts. major in Biology
Bachelor 01Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Magna Cum Laude
Alex Joseph Buescher
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Matthew Kane Chesnut
Bachelor of Arts in Economics with
additional major in International Studies
Summa Cum Laude
Taylor Jodine De Laveaga
Bachelor 01Arts in Business
Administration, major in Business
Economics
Magna Cum Laude
Bridget Joy Estelle
Bachelor 01Arts. major in English/
Creative Writing with Departmental
Honors
Magna Cum Laude
Mary Margaret Farrell
Bachelor of Science. major in Sport
and Exercise Science
Magna Cum Laude
Margaret Anna Gorini
Bachelor 01 Science. major in Cell
and Molecular Biology
Magna Cum Laude
Cooper Kincaid Hayes
Bachelor 01 Science, major in Cell and
Molecular Biology Engineering
Summa Cum Laude
Kristen Lynn James
Bachelor 01 Science in Biochemistry
Cum Laude
Jocelin Karina Malone
Bachelor 01 Science in Biochemistry
Nathaniel Tirey Norton
Bachelor 01 Arts in Business
Administration. major in Marketing
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
David V. Powers. PhD
Dean
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD
Jennifer Lauren Cruz
CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of
Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's
total contribution to academic life and is made by the
department chairs and program directors of the college.
The owoid honors the memory of Dr. Richard P. Hickey,
professor of English. a beloved and respected teacher
at the university from 1947 until his death in 1968.
LE ROUX AWARD
Feeza Mohammad
Awarded to the student who has demonstrated
exceptional leadership abilities, shown academic
excellence and performed signIficant service to the
College of Arts and Sciences. The recipients personify in
character and action the qualities of Q liberal education,
which constitute the "spirit" of our College. The award
honors the memory of Fr. Wilfiam Le Roux, 5oJ., who
served as Dean of the College.
Bachelor of Arts. Myriah Jayne Reynolds Bachelor of Bachelor of Arts,
major in Art History CUM LAUDE Criminal Justice major in Digital Design
Nicole Anne Martin Tessara Giacomini Smith Nicole Hazel B. Argamosa Brian Barangan Baldovino
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Elysse Lowry Virden Emily Greer August Katelyn Ashley Burson
Deanna Marie Molenda CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
Morgan loyann Snyder
Bachelor of Arts. major
Dayna Marie Bennett Annie Rose Clarkin Criminal JusticeCUM LAUDE with additional major in Psychology Kylie Madison Criswell
leah C. St lawrence
Karmjit Singh Bahia CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Jarren Joseph-Hoang Chun Alexander Seij Boettcher Courtney Michelle Decker
Christina Tjahjono
Rachel Elizabeth Dashiell Brandon lee Carlson CUM LAUDE
SUMMA CUM LAUDE Desiree Maria Ender CUM LAUDE Alexander Jason FongSUMMA CUM LAUDE
Crystela Mariz Gonzales Corrales CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, Elisa Kumar Jennifer E. Duarte Emma Tai Friedmajor in Asian Studies Elizabeth Virginia Mather Gordon Gerhard Hemminger
Garrett Aldrin Casongsong Agag Elise Alberta HelmNathan Koichi Matsumiya Christopher J. Hooks SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Keyada Chatelle Espinosa Autumn Reiber Taylor Elizabeth Hoss Andrew William JeromeMAGNA CUM LAUDE
Anastasiya Shevchuk Gordon Masatoshi Inouye Rachel O'Connell May
Bachelor of Arts, major in Rachel Ann Sundquist Daniel Ryan Milat CUM LAUDE
Communication Studies with additional major in Psychology Alma Ruby Perez lorna louise McDonnellCUM LAUDE
Amy louise Aranow CUM LAUDE Amy Phung
Hayley Kathleen Beckstrom Bachelor of Arts, major Jaeden Rachelle Siler MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Quentin Behr in Criminal Justice with SUMMA CUM LAUDE Ryan James Ruiz
Andrew Bruening Departmental Honors Karissa Elise Smyth Emma Deana Scherer
Alyssa Anne Bybee Kabrianna A. Tamura Courteney Ann Marie Suiter SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ashley Meagan Fluhrer
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Deshaun Terrell Sunderhaus Marcus Alexander Shriver --e;
Alice Eunhae Hwang Bachelor of Science, Anna Thiel
major in Criminal Justice Bachelor of Arts. major
Audrey Katherine Johnson
Patricia lynne Colosi in Cultural Anthropology
William Alexander Trogdon
Emily Grace lord
MAGNA CUM LAUDe
with additional major in Psychology Angela Georgie Strigen Bachelor of Arts,
MAGNA CUM lAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE major in English
William Curtis McQuilkin Christina Mai Tina CarranzaCUM LAUDE Bachelor of Arts, major in
Rei Naoi
Audrey 1. Ngadiran Cultural Anthropology with Connor Thomas Cartmillwith additional major in Psychology
Vania Maria Njauw Departmental Honors Patrick Joaquin CliffordHailey Marie Quilici
Audrey Jean Mallinak
CUM LAUDE
Marisa lee Quirk Andrew Duncan White
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
I ~ 1\"'0 degrees awarded I
Brian Christopher Hansen
Sarah Anne Hegarty
CUM LAUDE
Bridget Anne Hill
CUM LAUDE
MaCall Elizabeth Hunter La Voy
Kathryn Anne Murphy
CUM LAUDE
Tara Nazari
Benjamin Cole Peacock
Stephanie Reasor
Afton Elizabeth Rodriguez
Kathleen Teresa Rounds
Jamie Lynn Wipf
with additional major in Theology and
Religious Studies
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,
major in English with
Departmental Honors
Grace Elizabeth Goodwin
with additional major in Sociology
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in
English/Creative Writing
Rash; Shogal
Fabio Nicholas Biancarelli
Scott Jeffrey Broker
with additional rnaror In Philosophy
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jerome Jesse Faciane
Geran David Landen
Chey R. Lim
Kaltlin Allene McBride
CUM LAUDE
II
FTanner Reed Powell Bachelor of Arts, major Bachelor of Arts, major Olivia Almarose Kerwin ~
Jessie Leigh Koon
Kyle Robert Riordan in Film Studies in Interdisciplinary Arts
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
Ashlan Ann Runyan Kayla Emily Bienert Jake Bernard Alexander
Alexandra Iokiko Mochizuki Monica Marie Lloyd
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE Gemma Danielle Balinbin Trieu-Van Nguyen Alyssa Kathryn Luft
Quinn Marie Sanderson Madison Frances Bumb
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Eliana Thompson Olais Brittany Jayne Remillard
with additional major in Strategic Aniello Antonio De Angelis Daniel Aaron Berry
with additional major in Spanish CUM LAUDE
Communications CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE Nicole Sonia Schlaeppi
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Siyu Duo Alexander Patrick Ozkan ~
Sydney Irene Strauss
Xinhua Emily Eynon Nicole Lynn Coven CUM LAUDE
Shelby Ann Young
Queenelle Gazmen Abigail Michelle Franzwa
CUM LAUDE
Joshua Younger Tenzer with additional major in Jacob Anthony Malpocker
Madison Joy Prior Bachelor of Arts, major
Skyler Louise White-Culton Communication Studies MAGNA CUM LAUDE
with additional major in Spanish in Political Science
Rachel Jo Wong
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Milena Marie Marlier
Irene Alexandra Rico-Lopez Madeline M. Anderson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Darlene Cullens Graham
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kelvin Joseph Mason
Bachelor of Arts, major Alysa Hong Taylor Madison Spencer ~
Victoria Senaida Ruiz Douglas Nelson Corpron
in English/Creative Writing Mikayla Corazon Jackson MAGNA CUM LAUDE Bachelor of Arts, major in
CUM LAUDE
with Departmental Honors CUM LAUDE
Samuel Henry Sawyer Donohue
Kathryn Elizabeth Sramek International Studies with
Bridget Joy Estelle Scott Kenneth Johnson Nicholas P.Weihe Departmental Honors
with additional major in Spanish
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
with additional major in Journalism! Cilia Jaine Jurdy
Kristen Marie McFadden Mass Communication Bachelor of Arts,
Jovana Dragisic
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE major in Interdisciplinary Jonathan Diro Fikru
Chloe Adina Traynor Thomas David Lloyd Liberal Studies
Allison Elizabeth Thompson
Nolan Marie Foreman
CUM LAUDE Elizar Joseph Tanagon Mercado
with additional major in French
Faiza Ahmad MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major
Joselynn Alexandria Pierce Abigail Ruth Alston Izzy Lajos Gardon
in Environmental Studies
Macy Alexandra Quinn Shaniah Monet Bivens
Bachelor of Arts, major MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Taylor Leigh Burmer
Cydnee Rashaad Ceballos
in Journalism Hannah Gauntz
Bachelor of Arts, major
SUMMA CUM LAUDE in French Aisling Rose Cuchna
Olivia Rose Anderson CUM LAUDE
Laila Eva Caspersen-Andresen laura Elizabeth Estenson Kellam Joseph Farrell
Danielle Manegdeg Calubaquib Charles Robert Jenkins. III
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE JoAnna K. Frazier
CUM LAUDE
Gabriela Olivia D'Hia Jessica Blair Kindred
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Meghan Mary Gescher Paul Russell Kneitz, II
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE Isabel Manon Press Sean Mathews Goldie
Shaelie Brielle McGrath
Katherine Rachel Dietzman Maura Rose Schmitt Kaela Rae Hagman
Melissa Angela Lin Anna Lewis Neher
Hayley Amanda Fawthrop MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
Alicia Winslow Price Dakota Grace Rieb
Joseph Harris Molly Elizabeth Knight
Mikaela Dawn Ramirez Jose Luis Rodriguez
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major Lisa Anne Ignoffo
Alexis Lynn Rodriguez with additional major in History
Teddy Michael Laboy
in History MAGNA CUM LAUDE Anthony John Schofield Manuel Alejandro Siguenza
Jblynn Anne Magpantay
Kyle Cavens HaiJeeAnne Marie Johnson
Olivia Ann Sundstrom with additional major in Spanish
Preston L. Maki
Maguire Griffin Coli CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
Ryan Matthew Monahan
Gloria Ann Fletcher Antonio Javier Manzano-Benitez
Bachelor of Arts, major
Olivia Camille Smith
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
in Philosophy
Hannah Lorraine Nia Tali Sareen Missirlian Daniel Calvin Douglas
with additional major in Spanish
with additional major in Spanish
August Claire Hastings CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Ian Robert Grant Jazmine Esmeralda Solorzano
Zachary John Hitchcock
Terry Lee Rawls, Jr. Scott Edward Kehn
Delaney McMillan Piper CUM LAUDE
Johanna Renehta Tibet Wilcox
CUM LAUDE
with additional major in French
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lacaia Lynn Sauer Jeremiah Russell Noonan
Samuel S. Wolff
Harlie Mikenna Rankin Nhan T. Huynh MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
Kathryn Anne Rizzo William Frederick Kiser
with additional major in History
Caley Aaron Soury CUM LAUDE Bachelor of Arts, major
CUM LAUDE Kylee Jeanne Mudrovich CUM LAUDE Arnoldo Jose Orozco in Political Science with
Matilda Mae Schroeter Vallen Ramon Solomon Harper Nadine Tassie Departmental Honors
CUM LAUDE Quinn Johnson Yackulic Bachelor of Arts, major
Manette Lenora Stamm
CUM LAUDE Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy with
Coleen Diane Holloway
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Bachelor of Arts, major in International Studies
Departmental Honors
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Daniel Fekadu Tadesse in History with
Rachael Nicole Belvin Daniel Lee Davis
Bachelor of Arts, major
Keira Elise Thompson
Departmental Honors Alyssa Camille Brooks
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
in Psychology
Emma Josephine Thordsen
Madelyn Rose Glasco Bernica Noelle Calvo Brigid Kerry Scannell
Misha Sachiko Ajimine
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
SUMMA CUM LAUDE Jeffrey Sean Didio
CUM LAUDE
Stephanie Aigino
Rowan Letitia Walton "S
Nathaniel Richard Hoe Lara Francesca Giannelli Bachelor of Fine Arts
Katherine Taylor Allen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE in Photography
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kate Alexich Griesemer
Emily Elizabeth Webb
Grace Katherine Taylor with additional major in Political Science Molly Hannah Bartlett
Sophia Marie Babasanta
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE Renata Francesca
Hannah Lee Bacos
Madison Taylor Hunt Agredano Dinoto
with additional major in Women
CUM LAUDE Jay Gould V
and Gender Studies
Destiny Ray Harp
Molly Kate Barby
CUM LAUDE
I ~ Two degrees awarded I
II
Ethan James Bates RaeAnne Nicole Smith Janelle Lauren Picazo DanielJe Camille Schmitt Rury lee
Maggie Kathryn Bielefeldt Marisa Ann Swank Rebekah Jean Sanders
CUM lAUDE Nadine Marie McMillan
Ciana Elisabeth Brogan CUM LAUDE Noah Eli Schenirer Antonio Skilton ~ Mark Eduardo Nebel
Roxanne Bujanda Lara Nicole Thomas Alec Weston Singer Stephen Joseph Stetter
CUM LAUDE
SUMMA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE Katherine North Stone Gabriel J. Patti
Henry Thomas Burgess-Marshall Pai Ying Tien Victoria Anne Thompson Hannah Elizabeth Tyne Taylor Anh Phan
Tristan Sebastian Coles Ellen Marie-Blanchett Valda Tesi Uwibambe
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE Collin James Webb Rachael lindley Wright Emily Kay Walter Alisa Reiko Poplawski
Marc Martin Delgado Jesse l. Yem
CUM lAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ayesha DeSilva Rachel Ann Young
Bachelor of Social Work Bachelor of Arts, Kristen Francis Reed
SUMMA CUM LAUDE with additional major in Visual Art
Heidi Marie Buyak major in Sociology with Julian Benjamin Rimm
David Mitchell Eads
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Departmental Honors CUM LAUDE
Analisa Mia Espinoza-Lopez Bachelor of Science,
Crystal Gayla DeFrang Mallory Barnes-Ohlson Rose Marie Saenz
Jasmine Deloris Jackson MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Connor Dennis Fogarty major in Psychology
Martina Samadan
With additional major in Theatre
Alison Mei-ling Mieko Antoku
Latanya Nicole Jenkins Rebecca Lynn Clark-Hargreaves Brianna C. Smallidge
CUM LAUDE Sage Tao little with additional major in English
Lauren Claire Fricke
Connor Frome Burgess Michael Allen lott
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Justin Duy Tran
CUM LAUDE
with additional major in Spanish
with additional major in Spanish Calvin Lee Garrett
Josef Kai Tromburg
CUM lAUDE CUM LAUDE
Kathryn lynn Gallagher
MAGNA CUM LAUDE with additional major in Women and
Kyle Christian Busch Mallory Kate Luteran
Gender Studies Selena Tsang-Nguyen
Austin Nicholas Gill Jennifer Lauren Cruz
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
SUMMA CUM LAUDE Devon Acosta Walker
Grace Catherine Gonia CUM LAUDE Sadie Leinani Jacobson Caleb Lapp Zimmerman
CUM LAUDE
Heather Kathleen Mimms
Kristen Hume Ettinger CUM LAUDE
SUMMA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
Naomi Caroline Griggs CUM LAUDE Niko McMahan
Alexander Tom Kanaka lindsay Kristen Frederick
Huyen TM Nguyen
with additional major in Women and
Bachelor of Arts in
Maoli Hoang
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Strategic Communications
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Gender Studies
Shirlee Abadinas Johnson
Ashlen Marc Olmsted SUMMA CUM LAUDE Audrey Victoria Alger
Isabelle Alexander Hanashian
Callie Kathleen Khoury with additional major in Spanish
Mayan Theresa Perkins Rebecca Christine Richards CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE Cassandra Nadine Roth SUMMA CUM LAUDE Derek Edward Allen
Hannah Leigh Kirschman Catherine Mary James Iyonna Ilene Spears
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major
Rickey Steven Leachman MAGNA CUM LAUDE Joshua David Spell in Spanish
Cailin Chien
SUMMA CUM LAUDE Jack Daniel Crook
Lauren Nicole Rouillard LeBov Kelby James lind Mackenzie Ashlyn Cole
CUM LAUDE Casey Braden Marquez Madayag Shawna Marie Sullivan Charlene Ann Degenstein
Samantha Renee Marshall CUM LAUDE Krista Jane Thomson
Bachelor of Science, Emily Elizabeth Downing
Emily Shay Martin Nicole Cleveland Momaney
MAGNA CUM LAUDE major in Sport Ashley Kennedy Duncan
with additional major in CUM LAUDE Chloe Jean Torres
and Exercise Science Erin Mitsuko Dwyer
Communication Studies Aaron Keith Nordman
CUM LAUDE Arthur Jae Cortes Ancheta MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alisha Marie McCargar Thuy Bich Truong
CUM LAUDE
Ethan Hunter Smith Lauren Kathleen Gauksheim
Kaitlyn Eileen McLean MAGNA CUM LAUDE Jessica Megan Woolen
Jose Gus Arroyo CUM LAUDE
Jennifer Mendoza
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jenay Otsuyu Tamashiro Kristin Faith Glendening
with additional major in Criminal Justice Rebecca Lee Thomas Bachelor of Arts, major
Jordan Anthony Bingham Samuel Walter Gordon
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE Madeline Erline Chamberlinin Sociology Hannah Gorlick
Amanda Holstein Mercer Nicole Marie Whiteley Kaylyn Armstrcnq-Shiira
Patricia Ann Chew MAGNA CUM LAUDE
with additional major in Spanish
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Mark Sungwon Chong Breeana Lyn Ka'apuni Graham
le Hanh Nguyen
Courtney Nicole Yotter Elizabeth Ann Beeman
Declan Connor-Boyle Angela Brooke Griffin
Avery Kiyo Schoonmaker Osajima Bachelor of Arts, major in Katherine Sarah Buhl
Mary Margaret Farrell James Thomas Hall
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
with additional major in Visual Art Public Affairs Bridgett Renee Fields Mikayla Noel Fletcher
Nicole Catalina Harvey
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nourah Almunif Joshua Tyler Fitch
Kyle David Herard
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Dale Oldem Pancho Paul Gregory Yum DeWater ~ Michelle Garcia
lalaine Bernalyn Hingada Ignao
Shannon Elizabeth Pickering
Parker Richard Funai
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Jessica Lynn Greenbaum Hau'oli Loli'i Jean KahaleuahiAlison Kathleen Gertler
Monique D. Purner Adriaan M. Dippenaar Savannah Irene Hartman Heather Sachiko Higashi
Julianna Baoting Lee
Junhong (Jasmine) Qian MAGNA CUM LAUDE Brendan Sean Hopkins MAGNA CUM LAUDE Ying-Chih Lee
Emily Jaye Raulston Alyssa Marie Ayag Garcia CUM LAUDE Jeremy Alan LittmanAaron Jo
CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE Jonathan Lawrence Martyn
CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
Amy Teresa Reister Samantha Paige Garrard Kenta Muraoka Benjamin Michael Kohler
Sarah Frances Mason
Paul Steven Roussos SUMMA CUM LAUDE Damien Steele Payne MAGNA CUM LAUDE Alexa Christine McConville
Arianna Rae Sapp Marissa Christine Huntley Madeline Susann Ross
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Morgan Nicole Schutte MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
Amanda Lyn Labayog
Christine Elizabeth Mosley
Rebecca Katherine Lassere
SUMMA CUM LAUDE Kyla Nicole Nickerson Jones with additional major in french Christina Dan Nguyen
CUM LAUDE with addruonel major In Public Affairs
CUM LAUDE
II
Tuong-Van Nguyen
Sarah Jeanne Opitz
Annabelle Maudiae Pham
Nancy Hinsdale Pometta
Sophia Catherine Alfieri Postle
Chandler lauren Richards
Taelor P.Ross
Tyler Christian Saito
CUM LAUDE
Megan Elizabeth Sapak
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Megan Jennifer Scherrer
Elin Christina Skaardal
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
laden Hyuk lin Suh
Austin Johannes Sweeney
Pel Hsuan Tsai
liahui Van (Florence)
Melissa Irene Yapp
Bachelor of Music, major
in String Performance
(hyna Lin Mapel
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor 01Arts,
major in Theatre
Emma Joy Ambacher
Emma lucille Bjornson
Natasha Wanigatunga
Bachelor 01Arts,
major in Theatre with
Departmental Honors
Meghan Roberta Roche
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor 01Arts,
major in Theology and
Religious Studies
Taylor Nichole Downing
with additional major in Spanish
Darren Michael Jeremy Hughes
Katharine Anne Paja
Alexandra Lucille Thomas
with additional major in History
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor 01Arts,
major in Visual Art
Elliot Matthew Bosveld
with additional major in Mathematics
Emily Quinn Bowman
Wei-Chieh Hu
Maya lall
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Wenyue li
CUM LAUDE
Rowan Letitia Walton -et
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor 01Arts,
major in Women and
Gender Studies
Allison Rose Barmore
Bachelor of Arts.
major in Women and
Gender Studies with
Departmental Honors
Ashton Elyse Corson
with additional major in
International Studies
SUMMA CUM tAUDE
•
ALBERS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
AND ECONOMICS
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD
Dean
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD
Kristin Skye Stoffel
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the
Albers School of Business and Economics. Selection is
based on academic excellence and contributions to the
school. the university, and the community. The award is in
memory of Paul A. Volpe, dean of the School of Business
from its inception in 1945 until 1966.
Antonio Skilton ~
Sheldon James Stober
Caitlin Elizabeth Willson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kaylin victoria Zimmer
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration,
major in Finance
Samuel Berhe Abera
William Abraham
Conner Harold Allender
with additional major in
Business Economics
lamya Fahad Almuammar
Jason Ryandi Assana
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration,
major in Accounting
Bohan Bing
Raquel Cortina Cavazos
CUM LAUDE
Jae Kun Cho
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Chong Yip Chow
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sarah Elizabeth Coluccio
CUM LAUDE
Christopher Nicholas Connors
Wagane Pierre Assi Diadhiou
CUM LAUDE
Seishiro Egawa
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hunter Kelley Evans
Kevin Alexander Figari
Keanan Genichi Fujitani
Rigoberto Garcia Ortega
CUM LAUDE
Christopher Robert George
Christopher Richard Glaser
Alyssa Goffard
Marisca Elisse Hendrata
William Gregory Hernandez
Bryce Kiyoshi Hiramatsu
CUM LAUDE
Qi Xuan Huang
CUM LAUDE
Meng Jin
CUM LAUDE
Rebecca Lindsey Juel -e;:
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kennan Jinsu Katayama
Alex Chi King
Kate M. Koenigs
Stephanie Kosashi
Lam Ngoc Le Vy
Pak Hin Law
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Andrew Scott Lessig
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hon Yip Brian Lok
Richard Sebastian Lusida
with additional major in Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Juan Carlos Morfin
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Xingyi Mou
CUM LAUDE
Jordan Yojiro Murakami
CUM LAUDE
Davin Tarokichi Nagamine
Takuto Nakamura
Angela Maria Peranzi
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Anh Cong Tuan Phan
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Katherine Hazelton Rohr
CUM LAUDE
Lingyan Crick
Mia Sakuma
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Victoria Samantha
Alec William Javier Sanchez
Joseph Albert Scherer
Yiyi Shan
Benjamin Jordan Shepler
Jinyang Sui
Aaron Tham
with additional major in Finance
Aaron Satoshi Yung Tong Tom
with additional major in Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Yassine Touil
Zachariah Howe Trahan
Hieu Tran
Yuhong XU
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bomin Zhang
MAGNA CUM lAUDE
Yu Zhang
Wenbo Zhao
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration,
major in Business
Economics
Angelica Ayala
Bianca Elizabeth Castaneda
MAGNA CUM lAUDE
Kyle Andrew Christopherson
with additional major in Finance
CUM LAUDE
Victoria Anne Czarny
with additional major in Finance
Taylor Iodine De laveaga
MAGNA CUM lAUDE
Monique Carmen Garcia
MAGNA CUM lAUDE
Brooke Shirley Gibson
Alexa-Danielle Giftopoulos
Kathleen Mary Gormley
Jim Vernon Hogg
CUM LAUDE
Sergiu Mihai Ispas
With additional major In Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Fitzpatrick Peter Jordan -e;:
Eric Paul Kennedy -e;:
CUM LAUDe
Kelly Marisa Mercade
Nicole Marie Schultz
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Adam Raymond Schutz
Michael Kekapa Schwartze
with additional major in Finance
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Andrew C. Stephens
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts
in Economics
Ryan Amendola
with additional major in Psychology
Quinn Arol Annand
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Tanner Berkabile
Jason Joshua Bono
with additional major in French
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Antonio Francisco Carrion
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Matthew Kane Chesnut
With additional major in
International Studies
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ashly Amber Cockrell
laura Anne Delgado
Julian Camilo Hinojosa
Nathan Alexander Howatson
Wing Yan Ip
Siyi Jiang
Gavin Connor Johnston
Ryan David LaLonde
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
leeAnne Linse
CUM LAUDE
Christine Brianna McGee
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rafael Morseletta -a
Brian Park
Quinton Edward Rosencrans
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
-a 1\110 degrees awarded
Derian Atmadja
Karel Bashita
Venus Jean Bongolan
CUM LAUDE
Michael Angelo Borracchini
CUM LAUDE
Dizi Levina Budiono
Loc Quynh Cao -a
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Qiuna Cao
James Bradach Carlson
Viena Christina
Gavin Jeffrey Chun
Austin Cae
Karina Bianca Bayani Dahilig
with additional major in Business
Economics
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Andres M Diaz Cediel
Tuan Anh Nhu Do
Jetro Effendy
with addItional major in Marketing
Alexander James Eiffert
with additional major In Mark.eting
CUM LAUDE
Andrew Joseph Frank
Budiman Gani
CUM LAUDE
Russ Garwood
Aleksandr Goncharuk
CUM LAUDE
Katherine Marie Gread
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Miles Green
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Yu Guo
Theodore Elliott Hammond
Ivan Yudistira Harapan
Jeffrey Harijono
John Elliot Heinitz
Ivy Ho
with additional major in Accounting
Daniel Hong
with additional major in Accounting
Dan Hou
with additional major in
International Business
Taylor Gaines Oatman Johnson
Edward Kartorahardjo, Jr.
CUM LAUDE
Christian Gary Kasim
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rufina Caroline Kesuma
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Katelyn Sadako Kohler
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Neala Karola Kok
CUM LAUDE
Katie Marie Lane
Spencer Philip larsen
Trinh Thi Thuy le
Viet Quae Le
with additional major in Markeung
CUM LAUDE
Juhee Lee
MinSeok lee
Hans Leonardo
CUM LAUDE
Calvin Fidelis Wiselim uern
Calvin Lim
Andri Rudy Maarpi
Anthony Joseph Mack
Taylor Morgan Basinger
Laura Carolyn Molesworth
with addiuonal major in
Business Economics
MAGNA CUM LAUDe
Omar Mohammed Mukhtar
Trung H. Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Mark Yasuyuki Ogata
Augustus Shupe Orlando
with additional major in Accountmq
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Arvin Pawan
Justin lyndal Peel
Kelley McMurdie Peterson
with additional major in
Business Economics
Thomas Schoeppler Pierson
Alexandra l. Purdy
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Zachary William Roberts
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jeffrey Thane Rose
with additional major in
Business Economics
CUM LAUDe
Zachary David Salisbury
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ariel Sanchez
Haotian Shi
Jesslyn Diamanta Soelaiman
Chao Song, Sr.
Pornteera Songpanyawut
CUM LAUDE
Kelvin Tamin
Ziyang Tang
Yucheng Tao
with additional major in
International Business
Ryder Evan Thomas
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Siyu Tian
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Victor Tio
CUM LAUDE
Raymond Eleazar Tjiam
CUM LAUDE
Shannon Thi Truong
wrth additional major In Management
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
II
Mario Uswadi
with additional major in
International Business
CUM LAUDE
Hung Viet Vu
Amanda Lynn Waite
CUM LAUDE
Bartlomiej Wanat
Yuci Wei
with additional major in
BusinessEconomics
Nicholas Alan Wheeler
Andrew Wibisono
Kevin Wibisono
CUM LAUDE
Andre Widjaja
Hans Kristian Widjaja
CUM LAUDE
Vincent Wijaya
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ryan l. Willmers
HaoWu
CUM LAUDE
Xuefei Xing
Weiyu Yin
CUM LAUDE
Lijia Zhang
with additional major in Marketing
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Chiyu Zhu
Qingxiao Zhu (Tom)
Bachelor of Arts in Business
Administration, major in
International Business
Lenah Fahad Almuammar
Stephanie Marie Bayless
CUM LAUDE
Francisco Javier Carregha
With additional major in
BusinessEconomics
CUM LAUDE
Stella Chan
Po-Yu Chen
Ya-Jou Chen
Megan Ming Conville
CUM LAUDE
Conner Joy Crowe
CUM LAUDE
Dominique Titaya Deramat
Lam Xuan Dinh
Raul Alejandro Gomez-Santos
Jaspreet K. Heera
Clark Kai-Ling Huey
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Danika Joyce Isaksen
CUM LAUDE
Katrina F. Koruga
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Long Khanh Bao Le
Wan-C hen lee
Dylan James Miyasaki
Alyssa laura Munson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Zachary Daniel Myers
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
•
Kiera Rene Olsen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kaede Otani
Huang Minh Pham
CUM LAUDE
Oka Mahendra Putra
Margi Crotti Rudnick
CUM LAUDE
Kathy Saephanh
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Dylan Michael Schlatter
Lok Wun Sin
Yuleng Sun
Wesley Ariel Tanoto
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Tyler Jon Kamahao Topenio
CUM LAUDE
Kathleen Elizabeth Van Hoomissen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Yaqi Wang
Chantal Yunhui Wong
Rongsen Zhang
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration,
major in Management
Erin Michelle Bang
CUM LAUDE
Jori Braun
Allison Kay Buchman
Viet Duc Bui
Hung Chun (Lynette) Chen
Lewis D. Cramer
Alexandria Curiel
CUM LAUDE
Raquel Marie Davalos
CUM LAUDE
Alexander John Golbek
Grant Scott Gunning
with additional major in Marketing
Hamza Haddadi
CUM LAUDE
Elliott Leslie Springer
Reinaldo Hartono
Emily Marie Holden
with additional major in Marketing
CUM LAUDE
Katelyn Diane Ihlenfeldt
with additional major in
BusinessEconomics
Audrey Frances
Hernandez Jalandra
Eleanor Elizabeth Judd
Michael Andrew larson
Stanley lawrence
CUM LAUDE
Nhut Hong Le
Sarah Nhi le
CUM LAUDE
Ciayadi Kurniawan Lie
Yun Hsuan Lin
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Calvin Jonathan lomewa
Joseph Christopher Lopez
Joshua Taylor Mani
Cash Heyden McGuire
Shaddye Timothy Melu
Havva Munir
Cynthia Bao Han Nguyen
Ngoc Thi Nguyen
Timothy Sean O'Connor
Raelene Balagtas Olivares
Quyet Pham
Danicole Sakay Ramos
Kyle Lee Renfrow
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Tomohiro Shinoda
Amy Ann Solari
Matthew Wallace Sneed
CUM LAUDE
Billy Andersen Sutrisno
Toby Tandra
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jonathan Daniel Vehrs
Samuel Gonta Widjaja
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kristyn Lauren Wilson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Riley Stephen Ke'koa Wood
with additional major in Marketing
Nadine Chu Yeh
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in
Business Administration,
major in Marketing
Madeline Elizabeth Ambrose
Chase Martin Anderegg
Malade Aygoda
Chase Rawley Buhner
Kenneth Bush
Sydney P. Carlson
CUM LAUDE
Sixuan Chen
JessicaLindsey Clark
Mycole Masaru Doi
Siman Feng
Eric Emmanuel Fragione
Alexandra Katherine Frank
Jayna Emiko Funakoshi
with additional major in Management
CUM LAUDE
Austin Cole Fusco
Isabella Christine Geronimo
Jessica Ellen Gosnell
JessicaGray
CUM LAUDE
Maxwell Martin Gunn
Cami Hagen
Winda Safitri Halim
CUM LAUDE
Katherine Elizabeth Hogan
Melissa Lynne Holzhauser
Jeffrey Hsiao
with additional major in Finance
Chunan Huo
Abhinav Jain
Lin Jiang
Angelina Kiman
Shou Fu Kuo
CUM LAUDE
Faustinus Rivaldi Kurniawan
Chun Sing Lam
Le Thi Quynh Nga (Lily)
Kelvin Kiu Fung Leung
CUM LAUDE
Megan Lu
Jimmy Lucas
Kathy Hai Ngoc Luong
Madeline Rose Marriott
Allison Marie McGavock
Allison Kayla Meyer
CUM LAUDE
Nickolena Ann Milne-Cooper
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Apichaya Nandabhiwat
Ngoc Nguyen Hong
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Thuy Ngoc Ha Nguyen
CUM LAUDE
Nathaniel Tirey Norton
Talor Kiyoshi Okada
Daniel Immanuel Ongkowidjojo
Mariana Paola Osuna Jauregui
Andrew Canolo Paris ~
Brittany Suzanne Parent
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jonathan Tyler Parsay
with additional major in Finance
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jacob Alexander Peterson
Leah Sydney Pfeifle
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Grant Bristow Pierotti
Ruka Poon
Demi Rae Prokorym
CUM LAUDE
Koichi Matthew Rautenberg
Connor Christian Kerrison Rice
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Eric Juneho Roh
Lauren Elizabeth Royster
Daniela Ruiz Marino
Christopher Antonio Scaffa
Marcus Alexander Shriver ~
Shannon Kay Smith
CUM LAUDE
Kristin Skye Stoffel
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Samantha Nathania Susilo
with additional major in Management
CUM LAUDE
Yohana Nathania Sutedjo
CUM LAUDE
Yuliana Nathania Sutedjo
CUM LAUDE
Rachelle Legaspi Tom
with additional major in Management
Yu-Chieh Tseng
CUM LAUDE
Margaret Versnel
Yang Wang
Alexandra Rose Wilson
Bei Wu
Tommy (Chun Hin) Yim
CUM LAUDE
Colin Kaniela Young
CUM LAUDE
Anqi Zheng
Shuoming Zhou
MATTEO RICCI COLLEGE
Jodi Olsen Kelly, EdD
Dean
MATTEO RICCI COLLEGE AWARD
FOR EXCELLENCE IN HUMANITIES
Liza Wyckoff-White
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the student or students who most closely
realize the Matteo Ricci College ideal; one who marvels
at the wealth of human experience, yet wonders at its
meaning; is open to diverse explanations. yet demands
critical reflection; acknowledges any truth, yet questions
its value and relevance; serves the human community;
yet asks whether its values accord with the continuing
revelation of the divine to humanity.
Bachelor of Arts in Veronica Marie Eldredge Bachelor of Arts in Vanessa lam ~
Humanities Matthew James Emery Humanities for CUM LAUDE
Amber Duyan Aranca -e: CUM LAUDE Leadership Studies Andrew Dean langley
Madeline Gray Bosserman Lindsey Taylor Habenicht Alexander Patrick Ozkan ~
CUM LAUDE
Elijah Nicholas Gatchalian ~ with additional major in Strategic CUM LAUDE Erica Hyun Hee Lee
Annabelle Demafeliz Hufana ~
Communications Melina Nataly Martinez
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Bachelor of Arts in
Angela Luceno Jimenez ~ Kelsey Noelle Haynes Humanities for Teaching
Victoria Rose McHugh
Rebecca lindsey Juel ~ MAGNA CUM LAUDE Julia Manko Afuso Anna Katherine Nicholson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Genna Marie Cortese
with additional major in Spanish
Kelly Burns Jenkins MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Audrey lynn Nightlinger '1!I'i with additional major in Psychology Christina Theresa De Senouillet Olivia Virginia Parker
Andrew Canolo Pads ~ Fitzpatrick Peter Jordan ~ CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Damon Douglas Perry '1!I'i Matthew William Kelly Gabrielle Marie Goeglein Charlotte Capelle Pearman
Madeline Rae Scheer '!!i Feeza Mohammad with additional major in Spanish MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE with additional major in Sociology
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Madeleine Elizabeth Tomich
Bachelor of Arts in lindsey lee Rumberger
Jessica Isabelle Mercedes Gomez MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
Humanities for Leadership CUM LAUDE Susanna E. Waldrop
Sinclair Malaj Ball Chelsea Ann Schiller
Emily Anne Hitchcock SUMMA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE Amina Suzanne Kapusuzoglu
Ian F.Clare Mara louise Silvers
Audrey Yvonne Krajewski
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Paul Gregory Yum DeWater '1!I'i
MAGNA CUM LAUDE liza Wyckoff-White
with additional major in Spanish I '1!I'i TIvo degrees awarded
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
II
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
Michael J. Quinn, PhD
Dean
REV. EDMUND B. MCNULTY, S.J., AWARD
Alaina Marie Bever
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to an outstanding graduating engineering
or computer science student, judged on scholarship,
leadership, dedication, and inspiration.
JOHN S. JU AWARD
Hunter R. Lehmann
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to a graduating science student who exudes
wonder at new ideas, curiosity to pursue the unknown,
and the ability to integrate and apply knowledge.
Bachelor of Science in
Biochemistry
Mohammed Hamad Aishathri
Joseph Henry Arguinchona
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hattan Hamed Ashkan
with additional major in Chemistry
Li-Wei Chen
Nicholas Akira Chock
My-Anh Ngoc Doan
CUM LAUDE
Mikaela Elysha Ebner
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Samantha Racheal Freese
Yelei Hou
Kristen Lynn James
CUM LAUDE
Calvin Jon Antolin Leonen
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jocelin Karina Malone
Carol Nguyen, Sr.
Thuy-Tien Thi Nguyen
Erica Lynn Norris
with additional major in Philosophy
CUM LAUDE
Megan Dale Rogers-Peckham
Mohannad Mohammedzaki
Salaghur
James Suprapto
Bachelor of Arts, major
in Biology
Alaina Marie Bever -a
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Amanda Marie Beyke
Maria Dalzell Martos
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Caitlin Marie Donaway
Daniel Paul Giroux
Anne Rebecca Heron
Annabelle Demafeliz Hufana -a
Elizabeth Machabeli
Audrey Lynn Nightlinger -e
•
Linsey Renee Nero Reed
Nay Thein
Faye Madeleine Thornburgh
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Derek B. Wilson
Nathan Alexander Wylie
Bachelor of Science,
major in Biology
Bailey Nicholle Archer
CUM LAUDE
Clara Yipyee Chan
Jennifer Leigh Conner
Junfei He
Nicholas Darren lapoce
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rachel Emmalene McCarthy
Jorge Athie Moreno-Nunez
Seann Kau'i Timbo! Padriga
Damon Douglas Perry -a
Spencer Louis Seale
Stephenie Bre'Yanna Simmons
Christopher James Weinert
Bachelor of Science
in Biology
Sean Michael Bellevue
Alyssa Lyn Chin
Kanji Hata
Myles Thomas Hollowed
Elaiza Marie Tanagon Mercado
Brian Minh Quan Nguyen
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Karen Truong Nguyen
Mason Andrew Norgard
Sun Hyee Park
Raymond Owen Ruff
Kaimi Nazar Sakamaki
CUM LAUDE
Sheri lynn Yuen Mun 500
CUM LAUDE
Katherine Elizabeth Wood
Bachelor of Science,
major in Cell and
Molecular Biology
Baxter Michael Arguinchona
Allison Do
Margaret Anna Gorini
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cooper Kincaid Hayes
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bayley Andrew Larsen'S
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Seth Allyn Nard
Elizabeth Ann Sharrard
CUM LAUDE
Maluikeau Noah Porras Tang
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Abigail Helen Wells -a
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major
in Chemistry
Amelia Gabrielle Black
Christina Ming Tang
Emily Kurniawati Wangsa Putra
Bachelor of Science in
Chemistry
Ian Sinnott Gerbec
Mary Cecilia Johnson
CUM LAUDE
Stephan Matthew Leger
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science in
Civil Engineering
Fahad Khalid AI-Deghaither
Trad Abdullah Alroweilly
Alex Joseph Buescher
David Wood Clapp
Trevor James Coffman
Jonathan Jason Cracolici
Jorge Junior Esparza
Adam Taylor Fecher
Skyler Scott Frasier
CUM LAUDE
Larissa Ann Grundell
Sean Hayter
Kelsey Marie Hopkins
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Constance Marie Kuney
John Hollis Lasley
Huy Nguyen Le
Jessica Kabriel Lim
Jacob Wayne Locke
Abbie Marie Lorensen
Andrew Michael McAferty
Michael H. Miller, II
Steven Edward Millett
CUM LAUDE
Nataya Rakpanitmanee
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kristin Frances Ramey
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Thomas Anthony Sandri
CUM LAUDE
Isabella Zoe Schwartz
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Justin Charles Trimachi
Joseph Christopher Valmonte
Jackson Xavier Van Dyck
Christopher Reed Watanabe
Bachelor of Science in
Diagnostic Ultrasound
Virginia Ann Baker
Janel Mizel Butler
Abigail Krystal Cone
CUM LAUDE
Erin Nicole Crowley
Zabrina Elizabeth Duncan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Karl M. Fincken
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Laura Marie Hoffman
Meghan M. Ingram
Brianne Sau Un Leong
Killashandra Gael Murray-Gann
Chelsea R.H. O'Toole
Kevin Phan
CUM LAUDE
Maya Rene Phillips
Mariel Ryan
CUM LAUDE
Hali Sayers
Sawyer Claire Schultz
Aksana M. Varashkevich
Lauren Michael Webb
Miriah K. Webb
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Jason Andersen
Sara Meghan Beery'S
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Randip Singh Bhachu
Larisa Rene Brown
CUM LAUDE
Tor Brueckmann
Cameron Bui Carlson
Andrew Wayne Dotson
Elijah Nicholas Gatchalian 'S
Benjamin Bruce George
CUM LAUDE
Joshua D. Gilmore
George Francis David Goldsmith
Loren Eric Klemesrud
with additional major in Mathematics
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Alexander Joel Kvenvolden
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Edwin Rosario liam
Timothy Adam Linscott
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Balin D. Lusby
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Yin Ping Mak
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Emily Jeanne Morris
Robert Benjamin Nesting -e
Thuy Ngoc Nhan Nguyen
Corey Adrian Quan
with additional major in Mathematics
MAGNA QJM LAUDE
Sergey V. Russu
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Elizabeth Anna Sblendorio
Alexandra Keiko Schleicher
CUM LAUDE
Ellen Shih
Taylor Madison Spencer ~
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ross G. Starkey
Brian Benjamin Wilson
Gregory Lee Wise
Bachelor of Arts, major in
Computer Science
Samantha Alexis Spears
Bachelor of Science in
Computer Science
Joseph Powers Bjorkman
Alec Christopher Branch
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kyle Austin Cote
Bich Diep
CUM LAUDE
Stuart Clancy Evans
Hunter David Hammond
Tyler Jacob Hartje
CUM LAUDE
Kevin Inamasu
Matthew Jordan
Matthew Gray Juskelis
CUM LAUDE
Jolie Tian Koemi Kawasaki
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Richard David Leary, III
Dennis Levin
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ye Li
CUM LAUDE
Shenq-Hao (Josh) Lin
Lloyd A. Lopez
Andrew J. Miller
Jacob Richard Newberry
Emma Kanoelani Ogilvie
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Joshua Oliphant
Thanh Duc Ong
Hannah Naomi Ostrander
CUM LAUDE
Collin Jacob Overbay ~
Elizabeth Anne Phippen
Cady Ray Pitts
Alexander Gregory Silverman
Nicholas Raymond Simons
Erik Joseph Thorne
Hai Thanh Tran
CUM LAUDE
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Ignatius Handijoso Siaputra
Natalie Kyong Swope
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Benson Jhay Daniel Altamira
Darryl Appelgate
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Souliyo Vongdala
Matthew Ryan Waltzer
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Kristen M. Swanson, PhD
Dean
SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF AWARD
Colleen Dale Detweiler
CUM LAUDE
Gaven Richard Backman
Elias L. Baker
Devin William Ball
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Steve Frank Wilson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
William Douglas Wright
SUMMA CUM LAUDE Kamiah Genell Webster
MAGNA CUM LAUDEZyad Mohammed Bamarau!, II
Alaina Marie Bever ~
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Shiyi Zhang
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the
College of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's
academic achievement, excellence in nursing, and
participation in schoof and community activities. The
award honors the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who
wos dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968.
Bachelor of Science in
Environmental Science
Michael Sargent Bussiere
CUM LAUDE
Nathan Tyler Braaten
Peter James Brown
Brent Michael Campbell
Jeffrey Bray Derenthal
Randall Haluk ErSOl
Andrew David Hardesty
Samuel Adam Heard
CUM LAUDE
Aaron Charles Banchero
Eric Paul Kennedy ~
CUM LAUDE
Julia lenore Moravec
Abigail Helen Wells -e<
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
RashelJNicole Ireland
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Angela Luceno Jimenez 1!!i
Austin Bradley Huckins Johnson
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alexis Cubelo
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Amanda Maria Cuevas
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
McKenzie Catherine Daniels
Harrison Strom Dellinger
CoUeen Dale Detweiler
CUM LAUDE
Katherine Emerson Dickens
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alexsandra Jovana Dimic
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science
in Nursing
Hoda Mohamed Abdirahman
Brenda Agus
CUM LAUDE
Stuart Gordon Jehn
John Douglas Kearns
CUM LAUDE
Gabriel Andrew Wheeler
Bachelor of Science in
General Science
Jeremiah David Grams
CUM LAUDE
Caitlin Marie Holzhauser
Rhiannon Duggan Jahns
Kristin Brianne louie
Nathan lee Mclaughlin
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
John T Michael Kobelak
Matthew Alexander Kobelak
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Shelby Christine Johnson
Shaunece Renee Jordan
Tori Ann JovaneUy
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Tatiana Milessa Jungerman
CUM LAUDE
Ryan Agusto
CUM LAUDE
Ashley Marie Alleman
CUM LAUDE
Germe Anthony Ramirez Ambion
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rajinal Ravneet Kumar
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
lawrence lau
Chi Ping Chester Lee, III
Phu Ho Gia Mai
Ariana Rene Mendible
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Brianna Joy Kaufhold
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Katherine Rebecca Apfel
MAGNA CUM LAUDE lauren Michelle Donatz
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Arshdeep Kaur
Haley Alesa Keel
'SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Olivia Almarose Kerwin 1!!i
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Amber Duyan Aranca 1!!i
Ian Vincent Mendoza Atienza
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science,
major in Marine and
Conservation Biology
Holly louise Callahan
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Andrea Kathleen Ducharme
MAGNA CUM LAUDEJason Morin
Derek Brandon Oh
Abhinav Prasad
Michael Weber Prier
CUM LAUDE
lauren Kate Fabro
CUM LAUDE
Nicole Murphy
CUM LAUDE
Soda Fall
CUM LAUDE
Nicholas John Kirschner
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rachel Ann Austin
CUM LAUDE
Patricia Awuah
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Leslie Devin MacKrell
Bachelor of Science,
major in Mathematics
Lac Quynh Cao 1!!i
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jeremy Sumoba Garma
Ann Elizabeth Goodrich
CUM LAUDE
Kendra Maree Jozwiak
Vanessa Lam 1!!i
CUM LAUDE
Bayley Andrew larsen 1!!i
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Brian Listen-Clark
CUM LAUDE
Percy Lamar McBride
Rafael Morse/etta 1!!i
Robert Benjamin Nesting1!!i
Yeseul Park
CUM LAUDE
Michael Paul Roberts
Anthony J. Rock
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Josephine Toele Fiame
CUM LAUDE
Cheryl Li Kojima
Leah Nicole Krivoshein
Kate Pauleen Kurko
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Katherine Elizabeth Fogler
Leyland Skyler Furr
CUM LAUDE
Katrina Mai-Britt Garborg
Sarah l. Gestring
CUM LAUDE
Jessica Lynn Bartholomew
SUMMA CUM LAUDETyler M. Sales
Philip James Sheridan, III
William Michael Topp
Thanh Duc Tran
Matthew Walsh
Zu Pong Wu
Bachelor of Arts, major
in Physics
Mason Harlen Brewer
with addrtional major in Mathematics
Megan Grace Bartley
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Thu Ngoc-Minh Le
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kelly Jo Beck
CUM LAUDE
Jane Phelps Liggett
Christina C. llano
SUMMA CUM LAUDEAlicia Greinke
Arianna Taylor Griffin
Emily Marie Grunewald
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Emily Lombardo Bell
lisa Breanne Blechschmidt
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Rebecca E. Llano
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kelsea Renee Lothamer
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bonnie Bune Blood
CUM LAUDE
Melanie Lyudmyla Brown
CUM LAUDE
Irene Yehin Byon
Edmar Cabatan
CUM LAUDE
Mariel Kirsten Cambe
CUM LAUDE
Dana Marie Canaria
CUM LAUDE
Emily Savedra Carter
Margaret Bennett An Chen
CUM LAUDE
Stephanie Erica Conard
Meagen Lei Corp
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cassandra LeslieCottrell
CUM LAUDE
Felicia Michelle Harrison
CUM LAUDE
Julia Kristin Hart
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Zachary David Love
MAGNA CUM LAUDEBachelor of Science
in Physics
Olivia Katherine Corrin
Dominic Aeneas Dams
Matthew Francis Dietz
CUM LAUDE
Sean Sinh Lu
Alyssa Danielle Lund
with addrtional major in Women
and Gender Studies
CUM LAUDE
Ning Luo
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ashlie Miyoko Maeda
CUM LAUDE
Dayanara Ciara
Caoile Manansala
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Andrea Alma Hasselquist
CUM LAUDE
Amy Renee Hauser
CUM LAUDEMarie Evelyn Vaughn
CUM LAUDE Jordan M. R. Fox
with additional major in Mathematics
Emily R. Hedberg
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jacqueline Heng
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science in
Mathematics
Louis Philip Ash-Kaufman
Sara Meghan Beery 1!!i
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Grace Hannah Jesensky
Hanah Walid Joudi
Kaleb Arrington Niall
Collin Jacob Overbay 1!!i
Jane Marie Walden
CUM LAUDE
Michaela Rose Hopper
Katherine-Kay Zapanta Husler
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Fintan Christopher Garrett
Hunter R. Lehmann
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Andrew Sangwon Park
lindsay Michelle Masters
MAGNA CUM LAUDESang Kim Huynh
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
[1!!i 1\\10 degrees awarded II
Nancy Ellen Mata Thanh-Hang Thuy Nguyen
Lauren Elizabeth Rambaldini Lydia Charlotte Snapp
Joshua Cesar Martinez Villanueva
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Kristina Rose Nordby
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Arianne Joy Santi llano Soberano
CUM LAUDE
Anabell Melchor Gonzalez CUM LAUDE
Alejandra O. Ramos
CUM LAUDE Charles Howard Wang
CUM LAUDE Juliette Jane Aron ala men Alexis Ann Reichelt
Maria Guadalupe Solano
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jacquie Rae Menalia Coral Anne Olaveson
Jazmin Coral Rodriguez
CUM LAUDE Mallory Ellen Ward
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE Megan Katherine Sparks
Melissa Carol Warner
Lucy Mendez Abdullahi Osman Omar
Marissa Nicole Romeri Hannah Lyn Staley
Elizabeth Mary Webb
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
SUMMA CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Almida Meyer Shahida Osman
Muqdasa Sadat Alice Florianne Steneker
Kamiah Genell Webster
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Danielle Renee Palmer
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Samantha Renee Mifflin MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alyssa Louise Sanchez de la Vega Stephanie Elizabeth Stoll
Brianna Rose Williams
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Michael McCord Park Madeline Rae Scheer ~
CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Marina Irene Miller CUM LAUDE
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Adam Reid Stopka
Ariel Elyse Wright
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Elena Marie Schensted
SUMMA CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Brittney Ann Parker
Usa Marie Mitchell MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rachel Dominique Seals Maria Tan
Patricia WU
CUM LAUDE Leigh Ashley Parker Caitlin Kuniko Shinohara
MAGNA CUM LAUDE SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Trevor Wing-Tuck Mow Camille Patterson Ashley N. Shishido
Michael Paul Taylor Frederick Young
Jaqueline Marie Moyer MAGNA CUM LAUDE Christie Lynn Skelton
MAGNA CUM LAUDE Amal Yusuf
CUM LAUDE Una Thi Pham Tara Ann Slemons
Kyla Miyoko Terashima Simona Diana Zagrean
Christine Maryalice Murphy Thanh-Tam Tammy Phan CUM LAUDE
Taylor Lynne Torgerson MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE MAGNA CUM LAUDE Elena Diligencia Smith
Erika Roa Uy Audriana Noelle Zehra
Tabitha Mwihaki Mwaura, Jr. Michelle Jean Pierce CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
Ha Phi Nguyen SUMMA CUM LAUDE Erica Suzanne Smith
Megan Elizabeth Van Farowe
CUM LAUDE Kriszl Maria Ruedas Pineda MAGNA CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
lani Tu Nguyen Shay Pohlman Rabbi-Ruth Smith
Melissa Yvonne Van Houten
MAGNA CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE CUM LAUDE
CUM LAUDE
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
ARMY ROTC COMMISSIONING CADETS
The ROTC Commissioning Ceremony is the culmination of four years of hard work balancing military
requirements and academic commitments. These young men and women will be commissioned as Second
Lieutenants and will begin their career of service to their nation all over the world.
Arthur Jae Cortes Ancheta
Medical Service Corps
Leyland Skyler Furr
Nurse Corps
Daniel Ryan Milat
Infantry Corps
Emily Lombardo Bell
Nurse Corps
Oi Xuan Huang
Field Artillery
Terry Lee Rawls, Jr.
Transportation Corps
Matthew James Emery
Signal Corps
Aaron Jo
Armor Corps
Joshua Cesar Martinez Villanueva
Nurse Corps
Karen Michelle King
Military Police Corps
--------------------~-~-
GRADUATE CEREMONY
PROCESSIONAL REMARKS FROM THE PRESIDENT
Stephen V. Sundborg, 5.1.
President
Pomp and Circumstance
Edward Elgar
MosaicBrassQuintet
Grand Marshal
David W. Madsen. PhD
HONORARY DEGREE INTRODUCTION
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.
President
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
John J. DeGioia
STUDENT SPEAKER
Neshia Nafouaina A1aovae
Master of Arts in Psychology
PRESENTATION
OF AWARDS
Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen
Outstanding Service Award
Provost's Award for Graduate Student Excellence
CONVOCATION
Robert J. Dullea. PhD
Interim Provost
PRESENTATION
OF DEGREES
Stephen V. Sundberg, S.J.
President
NATIONAL ANTHEM
Johnathan Christopher Wright, tenor
Bridge Master of BusinessAdministration
BENEDICTION
Corey Richard Passons
Masterof Divinity
INVOCATION
Kathleen Mary Hosfeld
Master of Arts in TransformingSpirituality
RECESSIONAL
Hallelujah. Amen
George Frideric Handel
Mosaic Brass QuintetWELCOME
Robert J. Dullea. PhD
Interim Provost
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT
GRADUATE SPEAKER
JOHN J. DEGIOIA
For nearly four decades, John J. DeGioia has worked
to define and strengthen Georgetown University as
a premier institution for education and research. A
graduate of Georgetown, DeGioia served as a senior
administrator and as a faculty member in the Depart-
ment of Philosophy before becoming Georgetown's
48th president in 2001.
As President, DeGioia is dedicated to deepening
Georgetown's tradition of academic excellence, its
commitment to its Catholic and Jesuit identity, its
engagement with the Washington, D.C. community,
and its global mission. One of Georgetown's highest
priorities under his leadership has been ensuring
access and affordability for our nation's most talented
young women and men through its commitment to
need-blind admissions and meeting full need.
DeGioia is deeply engaged in addressing
broader issues in education. He currently serves
as the Chair of the Board of Directors of the
American Council on Education (ACE), and of
the Forum for the Future of Higher Education;
he also serves as a member of the Board of
Directors of the Carnegie Corporation of New
York, and the National Association of Independent
Schools. DeGioia also serves on the Division I
Committee on Academics for the NCAA, and as
a commissioner on the Knight Commission on
Intercollegiate Athletics. He is a member of the
World Economic Forum's (WEF) Global Agenda
Council on Values and WEF's Global University
Leaders Forum. In 2010 he was elected a member
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD
Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university community
and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values
of collaborative leadership in service to others.
Leezel F. Ramos
Master of Education in Student Development Administration
PROVOST'S AWARD FOR GRADUATE STUDENT EXCELLENCE
Given to the Seattle University graduate student who has maintained
the highest grade point average throughout his or her program
and also demonstrated outstanding leadership.
Kathleen Mary Hosfeld
Master of Arts in Transforming Spirituality
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION TITLES
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP DOCTOR OF MINISTRY
Jeffrey Reid Gephart
The Ideal Self in Clergy, A Qualitative
Study of the Practice of Coaching
Chair, John Jacob Zucker Gardiner, PhD
Kathleen Clare Immen
Making Data-Driven Decisions: Teacher
Perceptions About Using Student
Assessment Data To Inform Instruction
Chair. John Chattin-McNichols, PhD
William Leo Keating
Self-perceptions of Moral Leadership
Among Catholic School Principals in
the Archdiocese of Seattle
Chair, Laurie Stevahn, PhD
Srinivas Khedam
Self-perceptions of Moral Leadership
Among Catholic School Principals in
the Archdiocese of Seattle
Chair, John Jacob Zucker Gardiner, PhD
Jennifer Ruth Kubista
Social Emotional Learning to Develop
Positive Culture and Climate
Chair, Tana Hasart, EdD
Anthony Joseph Magana III
Enhancing the Art and Science of Teaching
with Technology, A Model for Improving
Instructional Quality for All Students
Chair, Laurie Stevahn. PhD
Nancy M. Olsten
High-Value Leadership, Principals of
High-Performing, High-Poverty Schools
Chair, Laurie Stevahn, PhD
Mark Laurence Pomerantz
Connected Models for Social-
Entrepreneurship-Sustainability Studies
Chair. John Jacob Zucker Gardiner, PhD
Carolyn L. Poterek
Effects of Constructive Controversy
in Theological Education
Chair, Laurie Stevahn. PhD
Barbara Bernice Slack
How the Marital and Parenthood Status
of Women in Graduate School Affects
Their Satisfaction with University
Support Services
Chairs, Deanna Sands, EdD and
Robert Hughes, EdD
Ned Allyn Parker
Preaching to Belong, The Practice of
Narrative Preaching as an Indicator of
Authenticity in the Postmodern Church
Chair, Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD
Evelina Rogers-Williams
The Call, The Tradition, The Faith,
Exploring the challenges of Church
of God In Christ pastoral leaders in
the 21 century.
Chair, Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD
NURSING PRACTICE
Renee Katherine Rassilyer- Borners
Facilitators and Barriers to Catheter
Associated Urinary Tract Infection
Prevention Guideline Adherence
Chair, Anita Jablonski, PhD
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Eric Damian Lopez
Maria Janet lopez Loza
Matthew J. Lyons
Tess Nicole Matsukawa
Janet Nava
Kelsey Jo Nerland
leezel F. Ramos
Yassaman Raouf
Jasmine Joy San Agustin Park
Rosannica Marie Sabaric
Alysia Sin
Justin Michael Stoeckle
Pauline G. Tolentino
Irene F. Ziemba
Kayla Zobel
Elsa S. Klein
lohn Ryan Korn
Mutanda Kwesele
Karen lan Van Lam
Victoria lee
Alaina Louise Lewis
Heidi Jean lewis
Francis C. lin
Maria Jovanna little
Melissa Gayle Lockyer
John Philip McCartney
Scott August Morrison
Laura Kelly Moser
Kirsten S. Nelson
Jason Michael O'leary
Zenaida Enriquez Olivas
Andrew S. Olson
Ululani R. Ortiz
Kasey B. Palermo
Rebecca M. Parish
Ellen Amanda Pederson
Alexandria Helen Peterson
Kristi Ann Pihl
Candace Marie Posada
Clarke Killian Reid
Natasha Nicole Reierson
Michelle Elizabeth Reisman
David Alan Roby
Stephenie luella Salazar
Rebekka Lynn Shattuck
Aislinn Jessica Simm
Steven Michael Simpson
Andrea Bridget Smith
Annalise Mae Strand
Edward L. Tompson
James Thomas Tracy
Matthew J. Vaeena
Chase Alan Waterman
lee Catherine Westbrook
Jillian Whitney
Aileen J Wilcox
Theodore John Wiseman
laura McDaniel Wisman
Ashley Marie Wolf
Deanna Sands, EdD
Dean
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD
Michael Steven Harper
Lee Catherine Westbrook
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student{s)
in the College of Education Teacher Education Program.
Selection is based on academic achievement, excellence in
student teaching, evidence of commitment to teaching, and
evidence of leadership.
SPIRIT OF EDUCATION AWARD
Kathleen Clare Immen
Presented to the student who exemplIfies the College
of Education mission of preparing ethical and reflective
practitioners for quality service in diverse communities. The
student demonstrates excellence in academics as well as
service to the program, school, campus, or greater community.
Master in Teaching
Katherine Eva Allen-Schmid
Zoe Elizabeth Altaras
Katherine Elizabeth Bakamis
Megan Bales
Lissette Coromoto Baptista
Brooke Elizabeth Barron
Madeline Michele Benz
Jeffrey Mark Bernatz, II
Alexa Jae Campagna
Nicholas Joseph Cariello
Brandon Scott Carlisle
Katherine Lynn Carlson
Sara Castillon De la Garza
Rebecca S. Cohn
Adrianna Christine Cole
Cayla Joy Corley
Erica Cramer
Diana Marie Cruz
Elizabeth Mary D'Arienzo
Jackie R. DelaCruz
John R. Doly
Virginia Engel
Ana Therese Dauer Erikson
Daniel Carson Evans
Ryan R T Eyre
Miriam Meghan Fernald
Karin A. Fiske
Daniel Curtis Fleming
Donald Everett Fyffe
Benjamin Austin
Gardner-Young
Katherine Kenzie
Elizabeth Gauthier
Alyssa Marie Giesler
Katherine Allis Goodin
Shana Kelleen Hainzinger
Laura Hair
Michael Steven Harper
Joshua Daniel Harris
Andreas Haraldson Haugen
laurie Hsu
Dongni Hu
Chandlis Josephine Hupf
Melissa E. Jacobson
Margaret Martinsen Johnson
Phoebe Sophia Johnson
Trevor James Johnson
Seoyoung Kil
Christina Eunmi Kim-O'Ferrell
Amy Elizabeth Swanson King
Thomas Michael Welch
Wesley J. Westbrook
Nicole Marie Hayes Wilson
Katelyn Diane Yruretagoyena
Master of Education in
Educational Administration
Parisa Asgharzadeh
Bridget Anne Ballard
Sonia Clare Kelly Gray
Greg S. larsen
Brad Alan Peterson
Doctor of Education in
Educational Leadership
Jeffrey Reid Gephart
Kathleen Clare Immen
William leo Keating
Srinivas Khedam
Jennifer Ruth Kubista
Anthony Joseph Magana III
Nancy M. Olsten
Mark Laurence Pomerantz
Carolyn L. Poterek
Barbara Bernice Slack
Educational Specialist in
School Psychology
Gwyneth Rose Boyer
Rebecca Jeanette Coda
Theresa M. Dargis
Danna Paige Dillingham
Perry Claire Firth
Emily Piper Forman
Camille Lane Jeffris
Jessica Lynne Kesseler
Greta Leigh Madison
Kenneth Aaron Mauro
Lea Anne Johnson Meschke
Haley Ann Miller
Naomi M. Moeller
Patrick James Reymann
Shelby Hasquet Roberdeau
Rudina June San Agustin
Cassandra Anne Scott
Christina Carol Ann Shott
Brittney Towner
Diana Maria Walsh
Julie A. Wyatt
Master of Arts in Education
in Adult Education and
Training
Annette Marie d'Autremont
Hannah E. Hunthausen
Hannah Grace Mello
Master of Education
in Adult Education
and Training
Matthew A. Dawson
Master of Arts in
Education in Counseling
Mya Leanne Adams
Myra Flor Rodrigo Arpin
Elizabeth Eva Azarow
Emily May Bates
Olivia Janel Scalet Bettger
Maryam Brown
Hanine Ellen Castro
Brigette Pinsoneault Curry
Margot Constance Eastwood
Maria Guadalupe Espana
Brenda Elizabeth
Espinoza-Gonzalez
Stacie Barkley Frank
Amy Marie Garvey
Chloe Ann Grey
Leah E. Grupp-Williams
Melissa Hernandez
Ritsu Ito!
Cristine Louise Kirklin
Erin Christopher Lane
Shamai Larsen
Michael Akira Matsumoto
Laura Haviva Moss
Rebecca Jane Murch
Brynn Alexandria Nielsen
Pauline Conlin Olson
Heather Elizabeth Rabe
Natalie Virginia Roche
Emily Sampson
Randy C. Scott
Laura Jeanne Sheridan
Patricia Anne Sulewski
Elizabeth Sarah Swarny
John R. Taylor
Kylie Mae Thomas
Colleen Stech Thompson
Nichole Marie Vernon
Gabriel A. Weiss
Master of Education in
Literacy for Special Needs
Bridgette Marlene Carney
PuiYi Kan
Haley Montana McCann
Master of Education
in Special Education
Haifa Salem Alamri
Mary Elaine Binder
Scott Patrick Booker
Alexandria latham Skagen
Master of Arts in Student
Development Administration
Kari Ann Berkas
Nik Blakemore Bowen
Caroline Marie Bubbers
Charlotte Marie Johnston
Julia Paige Leavitt
Joshua Christopher Oakland
Master of Education in
Student Development
Administration
Kathryn Elizabeth Bates
Rachel Helen Betron
Vanessa Reed Calonzo
Jenna Rose Durney
Daniel Espinoza-Gonzalez
Jazz Allen Camaclang Espiritu
Dna Fisher
Elisabeth Renae Goss
Margaret Hendrickson
Kyla Elizabeth Krueger
Master of Education
in Teaching English
to Speakers of Other
Languages
Benjamin Cortez Aguiluz
John lsamu D'Ambrosia
Nathan Lynn Davenport
Sheila de Leon
Omar G.H. Fadiel
Maria Cristina Faytong Real
Kevin Daniel Joyce
John David Murrie
Tram Quynh Pham
Sarah Kathryn Rayner
Curman Sebree
Moriah EJlouise Shistle
Manko Uchida
Han Wang
Minghan Wang
John Benjamin Windheuser
Anna Yehezkel
Ding Zhao
II
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
David V. Powers, PhD
Dean
WALLACE LOH ACADEMIC
EXCELLENCE AWARD
Neshia Nalouaina Alaovae
The Wallace Loh Academic Excellence Award is given to the
outstanding graduating student in the College of Arts and
Sciences Graduate Programs. Selection is based upon
exceptional graduate work in the classroom. QualJjicotion
evidenced by paper/article submission, conference presenta-
tions, fellowship or scholarship awards, and interdisciplinary
scholarship work. The award honors the impact that Dr.
Wallace Loh had upon graduate programs in the College
of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Loh served as Dean of the college
from 1999-2008. Under his leadership, four of the seven Arts
and Sciences graduate programs were created.
LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL
ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Krista Sue Williams
The Leadership and Professional Engagement Award
recognizes the graduating student in the College of Arts
and Sciences who has demonstrated exceptional leadership
abilities and professional engagement. The recipient is an
innovative forward thinker. making new roads in their chosen
field. Their professional development efforts contribute
to the vibrant educational experience in their graduate
program.
SOCIAL JUSTICE AND COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Dominica Anne Myers
The Social Justice and Community Engagement Award
recognizes the graduating student in the College of Arts
and Sciences who has demonstrated a deep commitment
to social justice and community engagement. The recipient
has gone above and beyond in their service to others, carrying
with them the founding principles of a Jesuit education, making
choices as a leader for a just and humane world.
Master of Fine Arts in Arts
Leadership
Taylor Carter Apfelbaum
Cynthia Maria Baiz*
Claire Bancroft
Ellen Marie Brennan
Elizabeth Adeline Butterworth
Roland Christian
(arette-Meyers
Leticia Marie Carlson
Sarah Elaine Chambers
Elena RoseChernock
Courtney Emelle Davis
Bing Deng
TessaRoseGoodhew
Devin Warren Grimm
(olton Zander Josephson
Suryanka Rameshchandra KaJra
Rosa Maria S. Kaser
Darragh Francis Kennan
Olivia H. Kenney
II
Lisa Melrena Lauray
Rachel Alexandra Liuzzi
Nadya Ann Matiya
Amanda Jane Mead
Alyssa Rose Morales *
Sonia Bonita Nelson
Angela Marie Neubauer *
Hanako Enzan O'Leary
Shirley Phung
Stephanie Ellen Reisfeld
Janelle Simms
Katherine Anne Smith
Alexandria B. Thomas
Taylor RaeThornton
Morrow Jane Woods
Nina Tyeisha Yarbrough
Xinyi Zhao
Master of Arts in
Criminal Justice
Christina Lane Averette
Britany Nicole Isabell Brown
Michael Budbill
Jennifer Elizabeth Danner
Burbridge
Chelsea RaeLynn Johnson
Raymond Elliot Doyle Cowles
Billie Jean Davidson
Devan Michael Duenas
Jennifer Michelle Ertl
Jonathan Zachariah Gallar
Caitlin Mary Healing
Inna Johnson
Krystle Anne Kozlowski
Gloria Emma Lara *
Megan Rae LeCroy
Sara Louise Malone
Kyle Jon Mansfield
Sara Denielle Murphy
Kaitlin Elizabeth Nicolls
Justin E. Oakes
Rebecca Ann Postyeni
Haily Elizabeth Reichert
Loreli Ann Smith
Caitlin Marie Sullivan *
Kelly Lynn Szabo
Matthew John Thomas
Marda S. Williams
Master of Arts in Criminal
Justice I Juris Doctor
Stephanie Argelis Roman
Master of Nonprofit
Leadership
Andrea Lauren Allred
Sara J. Billups
Janelle Jay Blakely
David Matthew Chow
Emily Therese Feicht
Brian Cirrone Hooks
Annie Hout
Melissa Caroline Johnson
Stacy Elaine Kain
Karen Louise Kirwin
Robert Kenneth Lanouette
Elizabeth Flores-Marcus
Kimberly Laurine Morehead
Dominica Anne Myers
Kathleen Margaret
Newbould Waite
ChrisTiana Dominque W. Obey
Krista Sue Williams
Master of Arts in
Psychology
Neshia Nafouaina Alaovae
Hatoun Mohammed Altharwa
Molly Elizabeth Cvetovac
Daniel John DeVito
Quynh Nhu Ngoc Dinh
Tiffany Noel Feist
Eleesa Duelene Fluckiger
Jennifer Kay Hamann
Robert Tzacolt Janes
Karen Michelle King
Molly Doran Knell
Uriah london
Alexis Paige Massheimer
Elizabeth A. Moga
lillian Riley Muscatel
Bianca L. Raffety
Kateryna June Rice
Douglas Lee Schrepferman
Elizabeth Bledsoe Sikes
Blake Thompson
Master of Public
Administration
Jessica Gail Agi
Sunyoung Bae
Jessie K. Baines, Jr
Jennifer Beaty
Patrick Belvin
Phillip Keala Caalim
Lindsay K. Cael
Stephanie Lynn Carneiro
Kristina Marie Clere
laura R. Crandall
Erica Lynn Cumbee
Laura Ashley Danielson
I * Chardin Scholar I
Laudan Espinoza
Rhonda J. Freeland
Nina Garkavi *
Mason Giem
Devin Kasota Glaser
Richard Edward Harr
Patricia Ann Hayles
Mina Caitlin Hooshangi
Aimi Irikedamoto
Ryan Benjamin Joy
Layla M. AI-Jamal Judkins
leah Nicole Katzer
Irina S. Kuzina
Stephanie Ellen Lennon
Joy Marie Liechty
Regina Vyacheslavovna
Markarova
Matthew Norris Mauer
Caleb Joseph Melvin
Thomas R. Morgan
Jessica Jane Muhm
Drue Willem Nyenhuis
Jennifer Anne Pazar
Sergiu Prisacari
Brooke Elizabeth Sahlstrom
David Salmer6n
Melanie Marie Stone
Katrina Mae Tabil
lynn Kim Tran
Eleen Ann Trang
Jeffrey Masao Tsunekawa
Theresa Vi Vu
Veronica Maria Wade
Amanda Jo Walker
Conrad Keith Webster, Jr.
Millena Adeline Williams
Erika Ruth Zimmerman
Master of Public
Administration I
Juris Doctor
Brook lyn Bower
John Wiley Boze
Christine R. H. Park
Master in Sport
Administration and
Leadership
McKenzie James Acker
LaToyia Crafton
Jason Charles Dandino
Nicholas Deitering
Samuel Scruton Drake
Caleb S. Janowski
David Spencer Jilek
Mincheul Kim
Stephanie P. lee
Riley James McCormack
Beth Eileen O'Connor
Ella Lee Odland
Austin O'Regan
Wyatt Scott Pearson
Lizetta Ivie Solarik
ALBERS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
AND ECONOMICS
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD
Dean
Health Leadership
Executive Master of
Business Administration
Jeffrey Ronald Avansino
Katherine Ann McCarthy
Leadership Executive
Master of Business
Administration
Melissa Maria Angulo
Francesca Colleen DeMars
David Calvin Echodu
Dayna Kaye Eden *
Jackie Lynn Fischer
Leslie Ann Miller
Amber N. Oleson *
Joseph Nicholas Restivo
Michael W. Riggs
Mark Saretsky
Kyle Richard Teater
Maria o. Villa
Master of Business
Administration
Brenda Lee Anderson
Brian Jedidiah Anderson
Chakib Belfarji
Seujan Bertram
Michael Todd Brandt
Matthew Bryan Bull
Sina Seyed Chavoshi
John William Ellings
Matthew Robert Flatley
Bryce D. Froberg
Zachary Seth Gose
Adrian Green
Thomas Sean Greenacre
Michael Justin Heye ~
Bradley Allen Holly
Lindsay Loudon Williams Hovind
April Ann Kedrowski
Lillian N. Kim
Ryan Allen Kirschling
JERRY A. VISCIONE AWARD
Zachary Seth Gose
Awarded to the outstanding graduating graduate business
student in the Albers School of Business and Economics to
recognize exceptional academic performance. Thisaward
exemplifies JerryA. Vecrones commitment, during his tenure
as dean of The Albers School of Business and Economics
from 1988-1991, to promoting academic excellence while
developing students to be leaders of high integrity who
are committed to serving others.
Matthew Benjamin Kroeker
Ronald Steven larsen
Tim Alan Laverty
Jessica Renee Lee
Garrett Hamilton lewis
Derek Gordon Mapes
Barron William Miller
Mario Emildo Molina
Lisa Lee Nam
John Paramadilok
Brian Robert Raegen
Vishwas Ramchandran
Gregory James Reilly
Bryan Jack-Daniel Siowikowski
Ashley Marie Uno
William B. Walters
Ningxin Zhang
Bridge Master of Business
Administration
Erick Robert Borst
Christopher Chandra
David Chavey-Reynaud
Rob Charles Finnerty
Alexander Barrett Fitch
Ece Gezer
Kai Shiang Ho
Brandon Michael Holt
Shane Mikio Hosokawa
Caleb Josiah Johnson
Jessica Karli *
Siddharth Kovilkkattu
Panickerveettil
Kevin M. McBride
Wanwarin Nichapoke
Amanda Rose Preston
Shannon Jean Reynolds
Daniel Leslie Hayden Spencer
Kate Harper Taylor
Katherine D. Van Allen
Johnathan Christopher Wright *
Ping-Hsuan Wu
Xuehai Xiong
Ivan Susilowidjojo Young
Professional Master of
Business Administration
Marcella Caroline Ariani
Maria Cristina Bauermeister
Avinash Behera
Christopher J. Benben
Poojan Bhattarai
Jane Brienne Billbe
Nicholas Casey Blanchard
Adam M. Brunets
Patricia Ann Buchanan
Stephanie lynn Burger
Courtney Kathleen Caldwell
Robert John Carlson
Calvin Chan
Qingyan Chen
Wilson Ronald Chow
Christine Anne Christenson
Sergio Steve Curro
Janette Marie Donohue
Rachel Marie Durkin
Andrew Joseph Eschbacher
Randy Navarrete Espinosa
Diane Denise Fisch
Kathryn Denise Gaffney
Henry Andrew Garcia
Nicholas Earl Gartin
Jayanthi Garudathri
Roberto Gonzalez
Philip Greenhill Goodman
Jenni Rieko Gregg
Jason Andrew Groszowski
David Eugene Guinn
Sercan GuIer
Feras Talal Halawani
Ratchawit Hanamornroongruang
Emily Jane French
Trevor J. Hill
Ngoc-Han Thi Ho
David Mark Hughes
Omar Mohamed Ibrahim
Deborah Petrus Isaacson
Danielle Rae Johnson
Angelina V Kalinovich
Priyanka Rohan Kamath
Sangita Kalidas Kode
Anna M. Kretz
Francis LasPinas
Cassie Xing may Lee
Joseph Keopatomsakul Leigh
Maria Lunas Espino Leonardo
Zhuxi Li
Colin R. lowery
Benjamin Hunter Main
Caroline Maleke
Mohamad Rizal Maulana
Devin Michael Mcguire
Melissa K. Miller
Anna Kathleen Murry
Rachelle Marie Nests-Goff
Khanh Nguyen
Loc Nhat Nguyen
Tammy Ngoc Nguyen
Thuong Manh Nguyen
Eric Edward Olberding
Lindsay Omta Olberding
Hai Feng Peng
Sandra Plummer
Richard Seth Querimit
SeifEldin A Talat Reda
Megan Elizabeth Roper
Roman John Ryan
Narmeen Maria Samad
Saida Victoria Schmidt
Braden Thomas Simonsen
Andrea Marie Stoll
Han Wool Sue
Dipannita Thakur
Chad Douglas Thornton
Jessica Ann Trammell
Stephen Trenary
Phoi Phoi Trinh
Nina Karina Tunas
Amy Vangstad
Adam Timm Vernick
Mindy J. Wilke
Barry Ross Wilson
Jason Daniel Wise
Austin Fox Wood
Qingya Zhang
Yizhou Zhang
Christopher Javier Zweigle
Professional Master of
Business Administration /
Juris Doctor
Marissa Yu-Ting Chu
John A. Ditore
Oliver Francis Enquist
Stephanie Marie Gai
Anastasia S. Gilmartin
Morgan R. Jones
James Benjamin Kirk
Tara Marie lukjan
Jason Timothy Moe
Alinsson A Mullins
Mariana Joy Paonessa
Alexandra Marie Rissi
Patrick Thomas Shine
Bryant Benjamin Smick
Master of International
Business
Michael Ray Lee
Master of Professional
Accounting
Ali Ibrahim AI Abdi
long Nhat Bach ~
Jessamyn Elizabeth Bacon
Claire Marie Bordeaux
Nicole Brous
RuiCao
Wenqian Cao
Amy Tung Chang
Jiachun Chen
Siyu Chen
Zhiwei Chen
Ford Joseph Covey
Hanbo Dang -e;
Feng, Yifan (Frank)
Brandon Tyler Fischer
Ungzi Gong
Runqing Gu
Yu Guo
Junrou Han
Shu Han
Linh My Hoang
Sarah Catherine Jaeckel
Navneet Kaur
Zackary Nicholas Kodjo
Kiana Nicole Kraft
Huong Minh Le
Phi Hoang Le
Xuejun U
Zhihao Li -e;
Sheng-Wei Un
Vuhan tiu
Ping lu
liang Min
Caroline Lavender Moline
Kyle Robert Moline
Cheryl Ann Montejo
Marija Cate Montgomery
Sam Biraro Muhumuza
Chi Phuong Pham
CJaye Gabriel Sharkey
Amber Elaimy Shaver
Xin Shen
Da Sheng
Qingqing Su
Vue Sun
William Gale Van Curen
Danyang Wang
Wenqin Wang
WaiWong
Siman Xia
Peijing Xu
Jillian Reiko Yamase
Kejia Zhang
lingfei Zhang
Peng (Annie) Zhang
Qiwen Zhou -a
SenIi" Zhu
II
Master of Science
in Finance
Rudolf Kwabena Bunte
Amofa-Baah
Long Nhat Bach ~
Eric Michael Baker
Jordan Wayne Bergeron
Matthew Bird
Yushan Cai
Hanbo Dang ~
Christopher James Exley
Michael Justin Heye 1!1
Zhihao Li ~
Mengqian Liu
Samantha Ellin Marziello
Azusa Otawa
Abrahm Saiidd Ouedraogo
JesseAnthony Salam Jr.
Christopher R. Salvador
Junhan Shi
Nattapon Techasettachai
Qiwen Zhou ~
Master of Science in
Finance I Juris Doctor
Thomas Sterling Glassman
-a Two degrees awarded
II
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Kristen M. Swanson, PhD
Deon
THE JOANN MCFADDEN GRADUATE
STUDENT EXCELLENCE AWARD
Laura Houdek
The JoAnn McFadden Graduate Student Excellence
Award recognizes and honors an outstanding graduating
MSN student who reflects the Seattle University mission.
The graduate student demonstrates excellence in
leadership abilities and manifests commitment to
service through involvement with college, university. and
community activities. The award honors the memory
of JoAnn McFadden, a former graduate student
in the College of Nursing, who herself embodied these
characteristics.
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Renee Katherine Rassilyer-Bomers
Master of Science in Nursing
Laura Christine Adams
Mahshid Aghasadeghi
NataJyaAlekhina
Olivia Mae Arakawa
Morgan Christine Aurelio
Deborah Gloria Baca-Dietz
Lorena Barajas
Janice Cheryl Beaver
Rachel Leavitt Bodansky
Liliana B. Bogin
Natasha Buranasombati
Felicia Burguillos Cain
Christina Kwok-Yee Chung
Linda Karen Corey
Taylor Boyd Cowan
Teresa Marie Evans
Erin Katherine Frame
Kyle Steven Fuhriman
Hilary Glass
Elizabeth Marie Storch Goldberg
Claire Ellen Grigsby
Erik Kierch Haley
Cara Rose Hamilton
Meghan Rose Hennessey
Sarah Nicole Herrington-Shaner
Laura Houdek
Amanda Eileen Hudak
Chris Alan Hunter
Lauren Ann Ivey
Hannah Rowena Kopp-Yates
Stephanie Ann Korvell
Hengameh Kourehpazan
Calista Ku
Sharon Elizabeth LaMunyon
Amanda Rae Levchuk
Katelyn Louise Liebenstein
Jaime Christine Long
Sarah A. Lord
Sophia Heen Lowenstein
Elizabeth Brooke Mack
Elisabeth Romatz Mahmud
Jubilee Pearl Mattix
Ashley Maria McCullough
Kendra Anne McDermott
Emily Suzanne Mcintyre
TessaLouise Meyer
Joshua Israel Morgan
Brianna T. Moulton
Michael J. Quinn, PhD
Dean
Master of Science in
Computer Science
Mark Marcelo Cabiao
Kevin Michael Cain
Elison Oeaner Deungria
Elizaveta Kadochnikova
lshwant Kaur
Alexander William Phillips
Trilok Suresh
Kyra Deming Yung
Emanuel Henri Zephir
Xin Zhang
Master of Software
Engineering
Fahad Ahmed
Jayasree Ammanabrolu
Manasa Sandhya
Ashwatha Reddy
Laura Tse-Ming Chang
Rekha Choudhary
Craig V Colomb
Jyotsna Sudha Fanidam
Sukhman Kaur Ghumman
Sreelakshmi Seetha Kotagiri
Firoozeh Mehri Kalantari
Justin David Pirtle
Carrie Lynn Rule
Mark Andrew Schuerman
Andrew M. Smith
Lyza Thenumkal
Hasnath Naseer Umul
Master of Science in
Structural Engineering
Farzad Falsafi
Samiah Rizvi
Maxx Cullen Ken Toyama
Laura A. Murphy
Diana Tran Nguyen
Thu Van Nguyen
Hannah M. Pajolek
Christina Chau Pham
Michele Poirier
Andrea Lee Purtzer
Jesse Abbey Ream
Caroline Suzanne Reinhart
Alexandra Rose Sele
Cary M. Shore
Colleen Marie Shula
Kelsey Sachie Tanaka
Lynne Katherine Tempest
Julia Anne Rose Tidik
Stacie Lee Walker
Todd William Wright
SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
AND MINISTRY
Mark S. Markuly, PhD
Dean
LEO STANDFORD
LEADERSHIP AWARD
Catherine Jeanne Nilan
Corey Richard Passons
Marcellino Tanumihardja
Awarded on occasion to an outstanding student or
alumna of the School of Theology and Ministry who
closely realizes the TM vision:
· Ministers who are compassionate
and competent
· Inclusive and courageous
• Rooted in the Gospels
· Able to translate Christian theology
into ministry
Leo Stanford pioneered a vision for ministerial
education that is based on teaching students how to
integrate academic theology. ministerial skill training,
and spiritual formation toward the goals of working
toward personal and global transformation.
DR. CLINTON MCNAIR AWARD
Jeanette Marie Thorson
The Or. Clinton McNair award honors a graduating
student who has moved beyond the schoof's high
expectations for integrating spirituality, clinical
psychological therapeutic skills, holistic health and
healing practices with a passionate commitment to
social justice for individuals. families and communities.
Doctor of Ministry
Ned Allyn Parker
Evelina Rogers·Williams
Master of Divinity
Benjamin Jerome Anderson
Jennifer Lynn Carlson
Irene Rose DeMaris
Scott Thomas Harris
Christina Louise Darby Hendrick
Jeanette Moreen Larson
Emily Paige Linderman
Catherine Jeanne Nilon
Corey Richard Passons
W. Preston W.oodall, Jr., D.O.
Master of Arts in
Transformational
Leadership
Beimnet Mitiku Bekele
Cheryl Denise Bey
Qasim Ahmad Hatem
Melvin Lawrence Larson II
Nguyen Thi Thuy Unh
Jessica Lynn Palmer
Cynthia JoAnne Pickreign
Marcellino Tanumihardja
Keith Edward Yeadon
Master of Arts in
Pastoral Studies
Michael D. Anderson
Jaqueline Sephora Andrews
Cheryl Dawn Brooten
Janet Kay Groulik
Lynn Marie Kittridge
Lauretta Marie Moloney
Andrew John Ohlstrom
Master of Arts in
Relationship and
Pastoral Therapy
Nina Marie De La Garza
Robert Matthew Fontana
Todd David Holdridge
Elizabeth Scranton Hunter
Danielle Denise Parsons
Darlene Frances Peters
Tamara Michelle Roberts
Mary Kate Stanton-Nurse
Jane Alison Strong
Jeanette Marie Thorson
Mark Wilson Travis
Danelle Dorothy Whitmore
Master of Arts in
Transforming Spirituality
Teresa Gorman Guenther
Kathleen Mary Hosfeld
Norma Martinez Melo
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UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION
William J. Ehmann, PhD
Associate Provost for Research
and Graduate Education
Charles Lawrence, PhD
Associate Provost for Academic Achievement
Stephen V. Sundborg, 5.J.
President
Raben J. Dullea, PhD
Interim Provost & Vice President. University Planning
TImothy P. Leary, PhD
Executive Vice President
Marilyn A. Crone, MBA
Vice President, Enrollment Management
Peter B. Ely, S.J., PhD
Vice President, Mission and Ministry
Gerald V. Huffman
Vice President, Human Resources
& University Services
Connie R. Kanter, CPA
Vice President,
Finance and Business Affairs
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Scott McClellan
Vice President, Communications
Michele C. Murray, PhD
Vice President, Student Development
Mary SavilJa Petersen, JD
Vice President, University Counsel
Michael Podlin, MBA
Vice President, University Advancement
Annette E. Clark, MD, JD
Dean, School of Law
Rick Fehrenbacher, PhD
Dean, School of New and Continuing Studies
Jodi Olsen Kelly, EdD
Dean, Maneo Ricci College
Mark S. Markuly. PhD
Dean, School of Theology and Ministry
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD
Dean, Albers School of Business
and Economics
John P. Popko, MSLS
University Librarian
David V. Powers, PhD
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Michael J. Quinn, PhD
Dean, College of Science and Engineering
Deanna Iceman Sands, EdD
Dean, College of Education
Kristen M. Swanson, RN, PhD, FAAN
Dean, College of Nursing
Russell A. Powell, JD, PhD
Interim Associate Provost for Global
Engagement
Di Di GaUigar, PhD
Assistant Provost for Business and
Faculty Administration
Robert A. Ratliffe
Chair, Board of Trustees
Managing Director,
Silver Creek Capital Management
Nicole W. Piasecki
Vice Chair, Board of Trustees
Vice President and General Manager, Propulsion
Systems Division, The Boeing Company
David W. Burcham
Secretary, Board of Trustees
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.
President. Seattle University
Kathleen Aikenhead
President, William H. Hannon Foundation
Mohamed Alabbar
Chairman, Emaar Properties PJSC
Rodney A. Bench
Senior Managing Director
USl Kibble & Prentice Private Client Services
Maureen Bencliel
Robert H. Blais
CEO, Pando Capital, LLC
Ann Blume
Co-Founder, Blume Company
BOARD OF REGENTS
Mark G. Bosco, S.J.
Associate Professor,
Department of English and Theology,
Loyola University Chicago
Patrick J. Caltans
Sr. Vice President of Human Resources
and Risk Management, Costco Wholesale
Peter W. Chiarelli
CEO, One Mind
Joseph M. Gaffney
Partner & Attorney at law,
Dorsey & Whitney, LlP
Allan e. Golston
President, United States Program,
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Hon. Donald J Horowitz
King County Superior COUll Judge (Ret.)
Patrick M. Kelly, S.J.
Associate Professor of Chemistry,
Seattle University
Patrick F. Kennedy
CEO, Hawthorn Retirement Group
Steven P. Knight
President & CEO, Olympic Eagle Distributing
Thomas M. Lucas, S.J.
Rector, Arrupe Community,
Seattle University
Michael e. McCarthy, SJ.
Vice President for Mission Integration
and Planning, Fordham University
Carol K. Nelson
Pacific Region Sales Executive and
Seattle Market President, KeyBank
Killian Noe
Founding Director & Pastoral Counselor,
Recovery Cafe
William A. Owens
Co-Founder & Chairman, Red Bison Advisory Group
Scott Redman
President, Sellen Construction Company
Pete J. Rose
Chairman & CEO (Ret.),
Expediters International of Washington
David Sabey
President, Sabey Corporation
Stevens U. Trainer
Co-Founder, Seneca Group
Ruth A. Tressel
Attorney at law, Ruth Tressel, LLC
Jennifer E. Turpin
Provost & Vice President or Academic Affairs,
University of San Frandsco
John H. vasseu. II
Chief Medical Officer,
Swedish Health Services
Eric J. Watson, SJ.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry,
Seattle University
Berry L Woods
Past President, Premera Blue Cross
Jeffrey 1.Wright
Chairman, Board of Directors,
Space Needle Corporation,
J. Wright Development
TRUSTEES EMERITI
Anne V. Farrell
John W. Meisenbach
James D. Sinegal
Ann Wyckoff
Maureen P. Brotherton, Chair
Founder, Teens in Public Service
Joseph P.Zavaglia, Vice Chair
Owner, Zavaqlla Consulting LLC
R. Miller Adams
Managing Director, Triad Capital Partners
Mary lou Amen
Community Volunteer
Dave Anderson, S.J.
Chaplain for Alumni
Hugh Bangasser
Partner, K&L Gates
Mallory Barnes-Ohlsen
President, SGSU
Mary Helen Bever
Middle School Director, St. Joseph School
Robert F. Brennan
President (Ret.), Brennan Vacations
Patricia C. Buchsel
Clinical Instructor,
Seattle University College of Nursing
Christopher G. Canlas
First Vice President, Morgan Stanley
Brian Comstock
The Comstock Law Firm
John J. Costello
Attorney (ReI.)
Sr. Joyce M. Cox, BVM
Spiritual Formation Director,
Palisades Retreat and Formation Center
Hon. Anita Crawford-Willis
Assistant Deputy Chief Judge
Seattle Office of Administrative Hearings
Pro Iem Judge, Seattle Municipal Coun
Salah Dandan
Attorney Dandan Law Group
Deacon Mike G. Daniels
Partner and Marketing Director, The Daniels Group
Deacon, SI. Brigid Parish
Janet M. Dwyer
Director, Mullen Foundation
William F. Eisiminger
President/Owner, Barcelona Enterprises, lnc.
Ona Fisher
Chair, Graduate Student Council
Michelle Akiyama Galvin
Paqliard Pizza and Macrina Bakery
Katy Greve
President, Alumni Board of Governors
Director, Strategy and Innovation
Development, Premera
Timotha H. (Timmie) Hollomon
Community Volunteer
Jonelle M.e. Johnson
Nordstrom
James P. Jorgensen
Owner, Jorgensen Sports Services
Diane Siderius Kocer
Executive Director, AGC of Washington
Education Foundation
Dr. Daniel McKay
McKay Center for Cosmetic and General Dentistry
Marlene Miller
Principal, Franz Family Bakeries
Richard E. Mitchell, JD
Partner, Miller Nash Graham & Dunn lLP
Nathan Nguyen
Sf.Vice President. Consumer Sales Region Executive.
Bank of America Merrill lynch
Marilyn Price
Professor Emerita, College of Nursing,
Seattle University
Ryan Sawyer
ManagerlOvmer, Viewpoint Capital Management
Kathleen Schafer
Owner, a Maurice Cellars
Pastor Paul A. Stoot
Greater Trinity Church
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.
President, Seattle University
Vince Volpe
Pacific Ventures Associates, Inc.
Mary Hermann Welch
Deborah J. Wilds, PhD
Senior fellow, MJ. Murdock Charitable Trust
Kathleen Wright
Financial Advisor (Ret.)
Dr. Ralph K. Zedlll. DDS.
Oral and Maxirtofacial Surgeon

